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Abstract 
As one of the emerging new composite materials, liquid-in-solid elastomer soft composites 
are of the current research interest for their enhanced mechanical properties and high 
biological application potentials. Despite established microscopic models for describing 
elastic behaviors of the two-phase material incorporating liquid-solid interfacial energy, 
how multiple liquid inclusions would affect the macroscopic mechanical properties of 
composites are not yet fully understood. In this thesis research, by selecting 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as the matrix material and glycerol as the liquid material, 
liquid-in-solid composites with polydisperse and monodisperse inclusion sizes are 
fabricated by using the simple mixing method and the coaxial microfluidic device (CMD), 
respectively. The stiffness and toughness of composites are characterized by using adapted 
basic testing methods. The effects of the volume fraction, size, size polydispersity, and 
interactions of liquid inclusions on the elastic modulus, general toughness, and fracture 
energy of composites are evaluated and quantified by relating experimental measurements 
with theoretical predictions. From the results, macroscopic softening of stiff-matrix 
composites (E ≥ ~150 kPa) with an increasing inclusion volume fraction, macroscopic 
stiffening of polydisperse composites with a decreasing average inclusion size, and 
macroscopic toughening of composites with dilute liquid inclusions (3- 15% volume 
fraction ) are observed. Furthermore, counter-predictive stiffening in monodisperse 
composites is found; the effect of inclusion interactions is investigated as an additional 
stiffening contributor other than liquid surface tension. In general, this thesis research 
provides theoretical and experimental bases for designing composite-like bio-materials, 
along with insights into the mechanics of composites.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Theory of Liquid-in-Solid Soft Composites 
1.1 Particulate Composites with Enhanced Mechanical Properties  
In an unstoppable search for engineering materials with enhanced mechanical 
performances, such as higher stiffness and toughness, conventional monolithic materials 
are frequently found limited by their intrinsic mechanical properties1. Synthesis and 
applications of composite materials provide a new path to finding increasingly better 
materials1,2. In a composite, two or more component materials of different mechanical or 
chemical properties are firmly bonded together at the interface1–5. When subjected to 
external stress or strain fields, most composites show macroscopic homogeneity and 
behave in a weighted average of the component properties4. The macroscopic mechanical 
characteristics of a composite are often unique and markedly differentiated from the 
individual components’. 
Over the past decades, research has focused on the analytical studies of particulate 
composites, a fundamental category of composite materials with a simple structure that 
consists of tiny particles/inclusions embedded in a matrix. Compared to fibrous composites, 
particulate composites have merits including low costs, simple fabrication procedures and 
comparable mechanical performance enhancements in terms of strength, stiffness and 
toughness6. Particularly, in the field of biological material, interest in the applications of 
particulate composites comprising a polymer matrix and distributed inclusions has been 
growing recently. As an inherited property from polymer matrix materials, such particulate 
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composites can offer high plasticity in the uncured state, which allows easy molding or 
shaping of the material to fit in specific biostructures. When the material is solidified, 
inclusions embedded in the matrix could confer distinct mechanical characteristics to the 
material, which would be desired in some in vivo environments. As a good example, stiff 
inorganic inclusions such as barium glass and silica embedded in a particular polymeric 
organic matrix would provide the composite material with a relative high stiffness and high 
wear resistance, making the material ideal for dental fillings7.  
Besides solid inclusions, embedded in a polymer matrix, they can also be made of liquid. 
Polymeric liquid-in-solid particulate composites are well known and acknowledged for 
their great potentials in biomechanics research and bio-related applications. Physically-
based modelling of biological tissues’ mechanical behaviors in response to external loads 
has always been a difficult task due to the complex composite-like structures and the 
presences and activities of interior liquids and cells8–11. Nevertheless, analytical studies on 
liquid-in-solid composites have developed a new approach to better understanding the 
distinct mechanical properties12, structures13 and mechanisms11 of bio-tissues or tissue-like 
materials. Moreover, biological tissues are considered to surpass many man-made 
materials for their intriguing abilities such as self-recovery14 and self-stiffening15 when 
subjected to external stress fields. Fabrication, characterization and modeling of liquid-in-
solid composites have provided experimental and theoretical bases for designing new bio-
mimetic materials with competitive or even enhanced mechanical performances and 
functions. For instance, inspired by biological bone structures, E.N. Brown, N.R. Sottos 
and S.R. White (2001) designed a polymeric composite consisting of a solid epoxy matrix 
and a liquid microencapsulated healing agent16. The composite is able to heal itself when 
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cracked and restore up to 90% of its initial fracture toughness16. R. Verduzco and co-
workers (2013) analyzed the micro-structures and the dynamics of a composite consisting 
of liquid crystals and a flexible-polymer-network matrix15. The results gave insights into 
the dynamics of self-stiffening effect and offered a basic model for developing 
biocompatible-tissue-replacement materials15. M. Ajayan and co-workers (2015) 
developed a liquid-in-solid polymeric composite by simply mixing polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) and polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF) together through evaporation17. The 
composite showed abilities of self-healing and self-stiffening in response to external 
loads17.   
From discussion above, it is important to note that the presence of particulates/inclusions 
in a composite may significantly alter the material’s bulk mechanical properties. In fact, 
the stiffening of a wide variety of particulate matter composites has been reported by many 
previous researchers. For example, the storage elastic modulus of polyisoprene rubber at 
30 ºC is increased by roughly 800% (from ~10 MPa to ~90 MPa) when the volume fraction 
of embedded carbon black is increased from 19% to 32%18. Similarly, when an epoxy resin 
is filled with ceramic particles such as silica, alumina, and aluminum nitride, compared to 
monolithic matrix, the storage elastic modulus of the composite material is raised by up to 
approximately 650% (from ~2 GPa to ~15 GPa) with a 50% volume fraction of fillers19. 
The experimental results have shown that embedded particulates/inclusions which are 
stiffer than the surrounding matrix material would enhance a composite’s elastic modulus 
with their increasing volume fraction. 
Furthermore, some particulates/inclusions have also been used in experiments to enhance 
toughness of a composite. Short titanium fibers of a 5% volume fraction embedded in 
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PMMA cement have increased toughness of the composite material by 51%20. Silica nano-
particles embedded in epoxy resins have given rise to a fracture energy increase of up to 
approximately 230% with a 15.4% volume fraction21. The significant toughening effect 
discovered in some particulate composites have made them good candidates for designing 
new materials with high ductility and stretchability. 
1.2 Stiffness Modelling of Particulate Composites― Eshelby’s Inclusion Theory 
As particulate composites were widely and increasingly found in experiments with 
markedly enhanced stiffness, tremendous efforts have been made by engineers and 
scientists in the past trying to analytically model the microscale and macroscale elasticity 
of particulate composites. Among them, a systematic analysis of the elastic mechanical 
behaviors and stress-strain states of particulate composites incorporating the microscale 
mechanics of inclusions was published by J. D. Eshelby in 195722. 
In Eshelby’s theory, the stress-field solution of an isolated ellipsoidal inclusion embedded 
in an infinitely large matrix in response to external far-field stresses was given22 (Figure 
1). Based on this microscopic analysis, Eshelby then predicted the effective macroscopic 
stiffness of a composite consisting of matrix and dilute inclusions22. Eshelby’s work has 
been widely extended by subsequent researchers to predict bulk elastic moduli of a wide 
variety of particulate composites: In 1962, by using variational principle and considering 
the stress field coupling of inclusions, Z. Hashin and S. Shtrikman derived the upper and 
lower bounds of the effective elastic modulus of a particulate composite with inclusions of 
arbitrary geometries23. In 1973, by computing the average elastic energy in a composite, T. 
Mori and K. Tanaka successfully extended Eshelby’s solution to finite inclusion volume 
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fraction where interactions between inclusions’ stress fields become a significant factor24. 
More recently, based on Eshelby’s inclusion theory, great progresses have been made in 
understanding elasticity of particulate-composite-like bio-tissues25. 
                 
Figure 1 | Schematic of an isolated ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in an infinite large matrix. 
ijklC and 
*
ijklC denote elastic constant tensors of the matrix and inclusion, respectively. 
o
ij  is the far-
field external stress. I
ij  is the stress in the inclusion’s interior. 
 
Eshelby’s theory claims that22 when an isolated isotropic inclusion of ellipsoidal shape is 
surrounded by a matrix of infinite size and different elastic modulus (Figure 1), an 
additional disturbance stress is induced inside the inclusion due to the modulus misfit. 
Eshelby solved the interior stress field of the inclusion by substituting the original inclusion 
with a new inclusion with the same size and shape but an identical modulus with the 
matrix26. To obtain the same stress field as of the modulus misfit in the new inclusion, an 
equivalent eigenstrain is introduced. Equating the 2 stress fields of the old inclusion and 
the new inclusion gives: 
   * *I o oij ijkl kl kl ijkl kl kl klC C                                             (1) 
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where 
I
ij
  is the stress on the inclusion; 
*
ijklC  is the elastic constant tensor of the inclusion; 
ijklC  is the elastic tensor of the matrix; 
o
kl  is the far-field applied strain; kl  is the 
disturbance strain on the inclusion; *kl  denotes the eigenstrain. The disturbance strain ij
can be written in a form: 
            *=ij ijkl klS                                                            (2) 
where 
ijklS is the Eshelby tensor, the elements of which are functions of Poisson’s ratio and 
inclusion geometry26. By relating Equation (1) and (2) together the eigenstrain *kl  can be 
solved, then the elastic stress field on the inclusion is determined.  
In his theory Eshelby also discussed the elastic energy with the presence of inclusions. He 
introduced a new concept ‘interaction energy’22 which describes an additional elastic 
energy contribution to the total elastic energy that is induced by the modulus misfit between 
the inclusion and the matrix. The interaction energy W  is expressed as: 
*1
2
o
ij ijW V                                                         (3) 
where 
o
ij  denotes the far-field applied stress and V is the volume. When the interaction 
energy W  is considered the total elastic energy W  can be written as: 
= + oW W W                                                          (4) 
where oW  is the elastic energy due to the external field only.  
By using the idea of interaction energy, Eshelby predicted effective elastic constants of a 
composite consisting of dilute spherical isotropic inclusions of a volume fraction f 22. 
Here a simple derivation of Young’s modulus of a composite is given by extending 
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Eshelby’s original results for bulk and shear moduli. For any external strain field o
ij  
applied, the strains can be written in terms of volumetric strain 
o  and deviatoric strain o
ij  : 
1
=
3
o o o
ij ij ij                                                           (5) 
Similar for the equivalent eigenstrain on the inclusion: 
* * *1=
3
ij ij ij                                                            (6) 
By combining equation (1), (2), (5) and (6) together, and substituting the values of the 
elastic-constant tensors26, we may obtain the following expressions: 
* *= ,o oij ijA B                                                          (7) 
where 
   
= ,I I
I I
A B
   
       
 

   
                                   (8) 
and 
1 1 2 4 5
= =
3 1 15 1
 
 
 
    
   
    
，                                            (9) 
In the equations,   and   denote bulk modulus and shear modulus respectively；    is 
the Poisson’s ratio. Then the interaction energy of an inclusion can be calculated from 
equation (3): 
' '1
2 9 2
o o o o
ij ij
A B
W V    
 
 
    
 
                                      (10) 
For the entire composite containing spherical inclusions of a volume fraction f , the total 
elastic energy is obtained from: 
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' '1 1 1
2 9 2
o o o o
ij ij
Af Bf
W V    
 
  
   
 
                                (11) 
When considered as a macroscopically homogeneous and isotropic material, the composite 
has the effective bulk modulus and shear modulus: 
 
1 1
,
1 1
e e
Af Bf
    
 
                                          (12) 
Finally from the relationship between the elastic constants, the effective Young’s modulus 
of the composite can be obtained: 
              
 2 1+
2 1+ =
1 1+
e e
E
E
Bf Bf
 
  

                                   (13) 
where E is the Young’s modulus of the matrix. 
In this thesis research, the composites studied contain only spherical isotropic inclusions 
and the volume fractions of the inclusions are mostly considered as dilute. Therefore, 
Eshelby’s inclusion theory provides us with a sufficiently good theoretical basis for 
developing a preliminary analysis on the composites’ stiffness.  
1.3 Fracture Toughness Modelling of Particulate Composites 
In many particulate composites, there have been reports of enhanced toughness27–31; yet 
de-toughening in some other particulate composites have also been suggested32,33. The 
complex particle-in-matrix structure and the particle-matrix interfacial bonding create 
difficulties for modeling fracture toughness of particulate composites incorporating strain 
energy dissipation. Here we outline the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) as a 
fundamental tool for modelling fracture toughness of materials. Distinct fracture behaviors 
of particulate composites, involving debonding of particles, are also discussed. 
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1.3.1 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) 
According to the LEFM, the fracture of a material is considered as a procedure of creating 
new surface areas. Upon occurrence of fracture, the elastic strain energy stored around the 
crack is dissipated into the surface energy of newly created surface areas. Instead of being 
uniformly distributed in the entire stresses body, stored elastic strain energy is concentrated 
at a crack34, especially near the crack tip. The dissipated energy for the formation of new 
surface areas is determined by the difference between the external mechanical work done 
We and the stored elastic strain energy W. For a stable isolated crack in an infinitely large 
linear elastic body, the energy equilibrium can be written as: 
eW W A                                                        (14) 
where A is surface area of the crack and γ is the surface energy per unit area. The crack 
propagates when the rate of elastic strain energy dissipation becomes greater than the rate 
of new surface area formation, such that: 
( )ed W W dA
da da


                                                   (15) 
In a restricted condition where the far field strain is held constant, i.e. dW/da= 0, the crack 
spontaneously propagates when: 
+ 0
dA dW
da da
                                                      (16) 
When expressed in terms of far field stress σ, Equation (16) yields: 
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 
2
24 2 0
2
d
a a
da E

 
 
  
 
                                         (17) 
where 2a is the length of the crack. The critical fracture stress σc , at which the crack 
propagation initiates, can be solved when equality holds: 
2
C
E
a



                                                         (18) 
where E is the effective elastic modulus of material. From Equation (18), a load and 
geometry independent material intrinsic property can be extracted, such that:  
2GCK E                                                         (19) 
Here G
CK  refers to as the Griffith model I critical intensity factor, or Griffith model I 
fracture toughness, under a uniaxial tension condition. It was introduced by A. A. Griffith 
in 192035. It indicates the material’s ability to resist fracture.  
Furthermore, when different geometry of a test specimen, along with plain-strain and plain-
stress states, are taken into account, Equation (18) is modified with a correction factor Y 
that is related to the specimen’s geometry: 
G
C
C
K
Y a


                                                         (20) 
Griffith’s model provides an accurate prediction for the fracture behaviors of brittle 
materials such as glass. However, it was discovered that in a ductile material such as some 
polymers, a large portion of elastic strain energy is actually dissipated near the crack tip 
via plastic deformations. The LEFM fails to predict fracture toughness of ductile materials. 
In order to account for plasticity, a modification to equation needs to be made, such that: 
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 2 +C pK E                                                     (21) 
Where γp is a modification factor. 
1.3.2 Particle Debonding 
In particulate composites, fracture behaviors could be more complicated due to the 
existence of particle debonding. In some relatively soft composites embedded with harder 
particles31,36,37, increasing bulk toughening of the material with increasing particle 
volumetric content has been reported. It can hardly be explained by the LEFM in which 
the only variable bulk modulus E would be contrarily decreased (Equation (21)). The 
toughening is thought to be contributed by debonding of particles. Theoretical modeling of 
toughening of composites has suggested that by adding hard particles into ductile polymers, 
the change of toughness of the composite is associated with deboding of particles in such 
a way that: 
 
1
C k
K
d
                                                           (22) 
where d is the particle spacing and k is a constant. However, in other relatively hard 
composites with embedded softer particles37, de-toughening of the material with increasing 
particle volume fraction has been observed. The toughness of the material can be well 
predicted by the established fracture mechanics beyond LEFM. 
In a composite, the governing fracture criterion is actually a competition between matrix 
plastic deformation and particle debonding. Upon interfacial debonding between particles 
and matrix, small cracks are formed near debonded particles. When the sizes of debonded 
particles are smaller than a critical value38, micro-cracks formed by debonding are not 
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significant and fracture of a material is dominated by yielding of its matrix; whereas for 
larger particles, if their debonding occurs prior to plastic deformation of matrix, the partial 
release of strain energy would alter the stress state of surrounding matrix material31. It 
prevents the matrix from crazing and allows extensive yielding of the matrix, such that the 
composite material can absorb a large amount of energy before fracture31,37.  
Nevertheless, the fracture and debonding theories above are mostly used for describing 
composites consisting of solid elastic inclusions. The effects of liquid inclusions on the 
fracture behaviors of soft composites remain unexplored. How well the established fracture 
mechanics is able to predict toughness response of liquid-in-solid soft composites is of our 
current research interest. 
1.4 Stiffness Modelling of Liquid-in-Solid Soft Composite 
Eshelby’s inclusion theory have been widely used for predicting elastic modulus of a solid-
in-solid particulate composite. However, in composite-like biological materials and bio-
tissues, other than solid inclusions, liquid inclusions such as cells and interstitial fluids14 
commonly are present in a large quantity. To fully understand the behaviors of bio-related 
materials, analytical modelling of the elasticity of liquid-in-solid particulate composites is 
necessary.  
1.4.1 Surface Tension Effect ― Issues with Eshelby’s Theory 
Due to the marked differences between a liquid phase and a solid phase in terms of 
mechanical properties, there has been challenges for developing an accurate theoretical 
prediction of the stiffness of a liquid-in-solid composite. A composite consisting of dilute 
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small liquid inclusions which are randomly distributed can be considered as 
macroscopically isotropic and homogeneous; nevertheless, the microscale inhomogeneity 
at the liquid-solid interface, involving the surface energy difference, may markedly 
influence the macroscale behaviors of the bulk composite. It has been reported that in this 
case a conventional model like Eshelby’s inclusion theory may fail to predict the 
relationship between the bulk stiffness and the volumetric content of liquid inclusions12.  
 
Compared to solid phase, liquid phase in a composite has 2 distinct properties: (1) zero 
shear modulus and Young’s modulus; (2) surface tension effect at the interface. Particularly, 
liquid inclusions are incompressible when subjected to external stresses. Eshelby’s theory 
is compatible with the zero-modulus and the incompressible properties of the liquid 
inclusions, and a corresponding effective modulus of the composite can be determined. 
According to Equation (8), (9), (13), when the matrix is also assumed to be incompressible 
with a Poisson’s ratio 0.5  (which is true for most polymeric matrices), the effective 
modulus of a composite is given by: 
       
3 2 3 2
3 2 5 5 3 2 5 5
I I
e
I I I I
E E
E E E
f E E E E f
 
   
 
 
     
              (23) 
where  and E  are shear modulus and Young’s modulus of the matrix, I  and IE are 
moduli of the inclusions. Because the liquid inclusions have zero shear modulus and zero 
Young’s modulus, Equation (23) is reduced to: 
3
3 5
eE E
f


                                                     (24) 
We may note from Equation (24) that based on Eshelby’s prediction, for a given Young’s 
modulus of the matrix, effective Young’s modulus of a composite embedded with spherical 
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liquid inclusions is a function of only the inclusion’s volume fraction, and is independent 
from the inclusions’ sizes and positions. Compared to pure matrix solid, the effective 
modulus of a composite is decreased with an increasing volumetric content of liquid 
inclusions. However, because surface energy and surface stresses at the inclusion-matrix 
interface are not considered by Eshelby in his original derivations22, this solution does not 
account for the surface tension effect of liquid inclusions either, which limits the accuracy 
of the classic Eshelby solution during some experimental regimes. 
Surface tension effect of the liquid phase inside a composite is induced by the surface 
energy (or surface stresses, identical for liquid) at the liquid-solid interface39. It tends to 
minimize the surface area and maintain the shape and size of the liquid inclusion. As a 
result, it resists load and deforms the surrounding material when external stresses are 
applied. It has been reported by many previous researchers that the wetting and the 
adhesion caused by the surface tension effect of liquid may significantly deform a solid40–
43. The significance of surface tension in modelling a composite’s stiffness has also been 
suggested by theoretical studies on the inclusion-size-dependent effect modulus of 
composites with nano-inclusions44,45. Similarly, in a liquid-in-solid soft composite, liquid 
inclusions may also deform the surrounding matrix solid through the surface stresses at the 
interface. The superposition of such surface tension effects of all liquid inclusions may 
become a crucial factor affecting the macroscale stiffness of the composite.  
1.4.2 Modified Elasticity Theory Incorporating the Effects of Surface Tension 
In 2015, it was reported by E. R. Dufresne’s group that for a soft composite consisting of 
dilute spherical liquid inclusions (volume fraction ≤ 20%), when matrix of the composite 
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is soft enough and sizes of the liquid inclusions are sufficiently small, Eshelby’s solution 
breaks down for predicting the individual inclusion’s deformations as well as the bulk 
modulus of the composite12,46. In Dufresne’s research, when a PDMS matrix of only 3 kPa 
Young’s modulus and liquid inclusions of order 1µm sizes were adopted, instead of 
observing softening of the composite as predicted by Eshelby, it was discovered that the 
composite was counter-intuitively stiffened by the liquid inclusions (Figure 2)12. The 
results showed that the inclusions with smaller sizes tended to deform less when subjected 
to the same magnitude of external load12. The authors attributed this stiffening effect to the 
surface tensions of liquid inclusions. They predicted that the surface tension effect becomes 
significant enough to make a liquid inclusion deform its surrounding matrix solid like a 
elastic solid inclusion when matrix modulus E, inclusion size (diameter) D and surface 
tension γ satisfy the critical capillary condition12:  
3
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E

                                                           (25) 
Moreover, after the surface tension effect was taken into account, Eshelby’s solution for 
effect modulus was modified into46: 
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The new solution was plotted in Figure 2 in colored solid lines for various capillary 
constant values. When the capillary constant was chosen properly, some of the theoretical 
curves presented increased Young’s modulus tendencies as a function of the inclusion 
volume fraction that are consistent with the experimental results. 
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Figure 2 | Stiffening effect in liquid-in-solid soft composites.  In opposite to the stiff-matrix 
composite (black diamonds, matrix E=100 kPa), the measured Young’s moduli of the soft-matrix 
composites (blue circles, matrix E=3 kPa) deviate from Eshelby’s prediction (blue dashed line). 
The soft-matrix composites are stiffened as the volume fraction of the liquid inclusions increases12. 
 
1.4.3 Motivations for Further Research 
Dufresne’s work has successfully extended Eshelby’s theory into the field of liquid-in-
solid soft composite. It gave us good insights and approaches to an analytical study of the 
material’s complicated mechanical behaviors incorporating the surface tension effect. 
Nevertheless, there are still some questions that remain unanswered in Dufresne’s paper:  
1) Do the microscopically-observed results extend to predicting bulk stiffness of a 
composite comprising multiple inclusion with polydisperse sizes? In the paper, the 
inclusion size dependence of the macroscopic stiffness of liquid-in-solid composites was 
indirectly supported by microscopic inspections on individual inclusions (Figure 3). 
However, the composites were prepared by a simple mixing method, which inevitably 
create inclusions of various sizes. Although the bulk stiffening effect was observed from 
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the indentation method12, the real stress-strain field in the composites’ interior could have 
already been complicated by the polydispersity of the inclusion size. The macroscopic 
behaviors of the bulk composites may no longer be consistent with the microscopic 
behaviors of the individual inclusions. In fact, the modified effective modulus Equation 
(26) is derived from an isolated spherical inclusion model involving surface tension46. This 
model matches well with the microscopic experimental results12. However, when the model 
is implemented in Equation (26), assumptions need to be made that all the liquid inclusions 
inside the composite’s interior are isolated and identical, i.e. monodispersity of the 
inclusion size is required. In Figure 1, a favorable data fitting with Equation (26) was 
achieved by using average inclusion sizes and specific capillary constant values; however 
it is difficult to provide experimental support for these constant values with the influence 
of inclusion size polydispersity12. In fact, it has been suggested by numerical and 
theoretical studies that polydispersity of particle size may be a factor significant enough to 
alter the bulk stiffness47 and toughness48 of a composite. Therefore, based on the 
considerations above, a further study on the relationships between the composite’s 
macroscale mechanical properties and the inclusion parameters such as size and volume 
fraction is worth being conducted. At the same time, to eliminate the effect of inclusion 
size polydispersity, fabrication and analyses on composites comprising monodisperse 
inclusions are required. 
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Figure 3 | Microscopic deformations of individual liquid inclusions. When subjected to the same 
external strains, the smaller liquid inclusion (R= 2.5 µm) deforms less compared to the larger liquid 
inclusions (R= 6.4 µm or R= 16.5 µm)12. 
 
2) Does a stiffening contributor other than the surface tension effect exist? In Figure 
1, we may note an intriguing result that for the stiffened soft-matrix composites, most of 
their measured Young’s modulus values (blue circles) are even greater than the upper limit 
of the theoretical prediction where infinitesimal liquid inclusion size and maximum surface 
tension effect are adopted. This counter-predictive deviation can hardly be explained if the 
surface tension effect is considered to be the one and only contributor to the stiffening of 
composites. Hence it is believed that there exists an additional stiffening contributor in the 
composite’s interior that makes the material even stiffer. Dufresne and co-workers 
attributed this additional stiffening effect to the formation of the 'chain-like' structures by 
the liquid inclusions inside the composite12. In the structure liquid inclusions are positioned 
very close to each other such that inclusion-inclusion junctions are formed. This 
interpretation implies that other than surface tension, interactions between close inclusions 
may also affect the mechanical behaviors of a bulk composite. Similar interactions and 
coupling of the stress fields have been discussed for the case solid elastic inclusion24,26. To 
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better understand this possible interaction effect between the liquid inclusions, further 
experiments measuring macroscopic elastic moduli of liquid-in-solid composites with 
finite inclusion volume fractions and controlled inclusion-inclusion gap sizes are required. 
Analytical models predicting and quantifying liquid inclusion interaction effects on the 
bulk stiffness of composites need to be established. 
3) What’s the effect of the liquid inclusions on the composite’s toughness? In 
Dufresne’s paper, based on the force-displacement curves from the indentation tests, the 
authors suggested that the soft-matrix composite is stiffened without a significant loss in 
strength12. However, the authors did not quantify inclusion effects on the toughness or 
fracture energy of liquid-in-solid composites. The focus of the paper was primarily on 
stiffness of the composite, which left us with opportunities and challenges to figure out 
how the macroscopic toughness and fracture energy values of a composite differ from its 
matrix with the presence of liquid inclusions. 
The three unanswered questions above greatly motivated this thesis research. We believe 
a further study on the liquid-in-solid soft composite’s macroscale characteristics will help 
us better understand the physics behind the new material’s distinct performances. At the 
same time, this research will also provide us with the experimental and theoretical bases 
for designing future applications like tissue-replacement materials, biomimetic materials, 
soft-robot, etc. 
1.5 Research Objectives and Approaches 
The primary objectives of this thesis research are to design, fabricate and characterize a 
liquid-in-solid soft composite. In particular, the composite’s macroscopic mechanical 
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properties such as stiffness and toughness along with the stiffening effect possibly induced 
by inclusion interactions, are studied through both experimental and theoretical approaches. 
In this thesis research, both the composite with the polydisperse liquid inclusion size 
(polydisperse composite) and the composite with the monodisperse liquid inclusion size 
(monodisperse composite) are fabricated. Mechanical properties of the composites such as 
stiffness and toughness are characterized. Moreover, several theories and models are used 
in this thesis research to analyze, interpret and predict the experimental results. 
1.6 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 gives introductions to general and liquid-in-solid composites, along with theories 
for modelling stiffness and toughness of particulate composites. By comparing Eshelby’s 
theory and Dufresne’s theory, this chapter discusses pros and cons of the current models 
for describing a liquid-in-solid soft composite’s mechanical properties, which leads to the 
motivations and the objectives of this thesis research. Chapter 2 introduces the material 
and structural designs, fabrication approaches and testing methods of liquid-in-solid soft 
composites. Chapter 3 presents the morphology characterization results of liquid-in-solid 
composites, including microstructures and inclusion size control. In Chapter 4, stiffness of 
composites is measured by using either tensile test or microindentation. By relating the 
experimental measurements with theory the effects of inclusion volume fraction, size and 
interaction on the bulk stiffness of composites are investigated. Chapter 5 presents the 
toughness response of composites. Toughening of composites and influence of inclusion 
volume fraction is analyzed. In Chapter 6, the thesis research work is summarized. The 
findings, limitations and future works are discussed.  
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Chapter 2 
Design, Fabrication and Testing of Liquid-in-Solid Soft 
Composites 
In order to answer questions that are raised in the last chapter, and to investigate the effects 
of volume fraction, size, and interactions of liquid inclusions on a composite’s macroscopic 
mechanical properties such as stiffness and toughness, we fabricated liquid-in-solid 
composites with volume fractions ranging from 3-15 % using soft, non-swelling solid 
matrix materials and immiscible liquid inclusion materials. These volume fractions were 
selected both to obtain liquid inclusions (rather than an open, porous structure) and for 
convenience of fabrication (higher volume fractions being more challenging to achieve 
with a closed-cell structure). The specimens of these composites were subjected to uniaxial 
tension and fracture tests in order to determine elastic modulus, toughness, and fracture 
energy as a function of sample processing parameters and compositions. 
2.1 Materials Used 
A liquid-in-solid soft composite comprises solid and liquid phases. The two phases coexist 
in the composite yet are distinct from one another, interacting via fluid-solid interface. 
Thus, the solid and liquid phases must be immiscible. 
In this thesis research, a silicone (PDMS) was used to prepare the solid phase― matrix. A 
typical silicone polymer chain consists of an inorganic silicon-oxygen backbone chain with 
organic side groups attached to silicon atoms (Figure 4). The distinct molecular structure 
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grants silicone favorable properties for our experiments49, such as: 1) Cross-link ability; 2) 
low toxicity; 3) high chemical stability; 4) high thermal stability; 5) linear-elastic behavior 
in a wide range of strains (~ 0-20%).  
 
Figure 4 | Molecular structure of a silicone polymer chain 
 
While PDMS elastomer behaves non-linearly at large strain, in this thesis, mostly small 
strains (< 15%) were used. We prepared the PDMS solid by mixing the silicone base 
(Sylgard®-184) and the curing agent (the cross-linker) together. The silicone base is in 
liquid state and allows us to easily weigh, transfer and mold the material. Meanwhile by 
controlling the amount of the curing agent added, the stiffness of the PDMS solid can be 
controlled in a wide range from several tens of kilopascals to several megapascals. Some 
of the properties of the Sylgard®-184 silicone base are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 | Properties of the Sylgard®-184 silicone base50 
Color 
Density at 
25 ºC 
Dynamic 
Viscosity 
Temperature 
Range 
Room 
Temperature 
Cure Hours* 
Clear 1.03 g/cm3 3.5 Pa·s -45 ºC~200 ºC 48 hours 
             * Base to agent weight ratio: 10:1 
 
For material of the liquid phase, Sigma-Aldrich® glycerol (assay ≥99%) is adopted. As a 
simple polyol compound, glycerol is desired because it is cost-effective, non-toxic, non-
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irritant and most of all, almost completely immiscible in PDMS solid12. Some of the 
common properties of the glycerol are listed in Table 2: 
Table 2 | Properties of the Sigma-Aldrich® glycerol51,52 
Color Density 
Dynamic 
Viscosity 
Boiling Point  
Clear 1.26 g/cm3 1.4 Pa·s 290 ºC 
 
In some composites, to stabilize the interface between the glycerol liquid and the PDMS 
solid and also to prevent the glycerol inclusions from coalescing, a small amount of silicone 
surfactant (Gransurf 50C-HM, Grant Industries) was added. 
2.2 Controlling the Liquid-in-Solid Microstructure 
In this thesis research, two different structures of liquid-in-solid soft composites were 
designed. The composite consisting of polydisperse-size liquid inclusions was design as a 
simple-structure material easy to fabricate. It provides us with a good starting point to 
analyze the macroscopic properties of composites. 
The structures of a polydisperse composite and a monodisperse composite are illustrated 
in Figure 5. In both composites, spherical glycerol liquid inclusions are distributed in the 
matrix solid. This kind of structure is formed in a liquid mixture and then fixed by 
solidification. Note that in a polydisperse composite, in order to better disperse the 
individual inclusions and to prevent the inclusions from coalescing in fabrication, 
surfactant is added by which the glycerol liquid is encapsulated at the interface. This is less 
necessary in a monodisperse composite considering the liquid inclusions are already well 
separated in fabrication. We will further discuss this point in the following sections.  
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Figure 5 | Structure illustrations of a polydisperse composite (left) and a monodisperse 
composite (right) 
 
2.3 Composite Sample Fabrication  
Due to the different liquid inclusion microstructures in polydisperse and monodisperse 
composites, different fabrication methods have to be used for preparing samples of the two 
types of composites. The fabrication methodology of polydisperse and monodisperse liquid 
inclusions is introduced in this section. 
2.3.1 Polydisperse Liquid Inclusions 
To prepare polydisperse composites, a fast and efficient fabrication method was adapted 
from an established approach in the reference12 by simply mixing the raw materials 
together. When fully mixed, the uncured liquid-state matrix and the liquid phase are well 
combined such that a liquid emulsion structure is formed. In our case, the liquid emulsion 
comprises liquid PDMS base, curing agent, suspending glycerol droplets and a small 
amount of surfactant. The emulsion is stable enough for a long time period because the 
PDMS base has a high viscosity (3.5 Pa·s)50. The frictions forces due to the viscosity are 
strong enough to prevent the suspended glycerol droplets from sinking. This stability of 
the liquid emulsion provides a good condition for the subsequent solidification procedure.  
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The complete fabrication procedures of a polydisperse composite are illustrated in Figure 
6 and listed as follows: 
1) weigh out the amount of PDMS base needed with a scale; 
2) add curing agent into PDMS base in the designed base-to-agent weight ratio; 
3) add a calculated amount of glycerol into the mixture based on the volume fraction 
designed; 
4) add 1 g of surfactant into the mixture; 
5) stir well for 5 mins by using a hand-blender until the liquid emulsion is formed; 
6) put the liquid emulsion into a desiccator and degas for approximately 45 minutes until 
all the air bubbles are gone; 
7) put liquid the emulsion into a thermostatic oven and cure it under 60 ºC for 2 hours. 
 
Figure 6 | Illustrations of the fabrication procedures in the simple-mixing method 
 
It is important to note that the weight of glycerol needed is calculated from the designed 
volume fraction of the composite by using the densities of PDMS and glycerol. The volume 
fraction is designed to be greater than 3% to eliminate influence of the surfactant on the 
matrix’s stiffness12, and less than 15% to make the liquid inclusions dilute.  The curing 
condition can be changed in terms of temperature and required curing time. Our 
experimental observation showed that for every 20 ºC of temperature increment, the 
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required curing time is halved; and stiffness of the matrix may moderately vary when cured 
at different conditions.  
2.3.2 Monodisperse Liquid Inclusions 
As discussed previously, besides polydisperse composites, in this thesis we also aim to 
develop an applicable approach to fabricating monodisperse composites. In this subsection, 
a microfluidic method for preparing monodisperse liquid inclusions is developed and 
introduced.  
2.3.2.1 Introduction to Microfluidic Flow-Focusing Device (MFFD) 
To fabricate a monodisperse composite, first an approach is needed to produce 
monodisperse liquid droplets. Engineers and scientists have used a specialized microfluidic 
device― Microfluidic Flow-Focusing Device (MFFD) for over a decade to fabricate liquid 
emulsions with monodisperse droplets53–56. In a MFFD, Two liquid phases converge 
together at the junction. In a specific range of the flow-rate ratio, the fluid of the dispersed 
phase, as it emerges out of the junction, will be broken off into uniform-sized droplets due 
to the shear forces and flow instability induced by the continuous phase57,58. By adjusting 
ratio of the flow rates of two phases, the size, production rate and even shape of droplets 
can be controlled. 
The typical size of a MFFD is in microscale in which the capillary effect of liquid becomes 
significant. Hence a MFFD requires the operating liquids to have a low viscosity (≤ 10 
Pa·s), a negligible viscoelastic response (Newtonian fluid) and a moderate interfacial 
tension (1~100 mN·m-1)59. From Table 1 and Table 2, viscosities of the Sylgard®-184 
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silicone base and the Sigma-Aldrich® glycerol are within the range of less than 10 Pa·s. 
Interfacial tension between the glycerol liquid and the PDMS solid is reported12 to be 
approximately 13.75 mN·m-1, which can be used to estimate the interfacial tension at 
glycerol-base liquid interface. Moreover, glycerol liquid behaves as a Newtonian fluid51. 
Thus we employed a MFFD to produce a monodisperse glycerol-PDMS liquid emulsion, 
which is essential for fabricating the monodispersed composite. 
For ease of fabrication, we employed a simple MFFD referred to as a Coaxial Microfluidic 
Device (CMD). The core structure of a CMD (Figure 7) is assembled by inserting a 
cylindrical capillary pipette with a tapered end into a larger cylindrical chamber. The cross-
sectional diameter of the inner pipette tapers to a microscale diameter at the tip. The 
dispersed phase flows in the inner pipette while the continuous phase flows through the 
gaps between the pipette and the outer chamber. As the dispersed phase and the continuous 
phase converge, monodisperse droplets are formed near the tip end of the pipette and break 
off due to the instability57. We implemented the CMD by assembling a commercial 
micropipette and a 3D-printed chamber together as detailed in the next section. 
 
Figure 7 | Structure and geometry of a coaxial microfluidic device 
 
2.3.2.2 Design and Implementation of the Coaxial Microfluidic Device (CMD) 
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To realize a stable production of the monodisperse droplet, we designed a flow chamber 
assembly in which a CMD’s core structure is implemented (Figure 8). The flow chamber 
was assembled from 7 individual parts: two threaded 1/8’’ tubing fittings, one threaded 
1/8’’ luer-lock fitting, a 3-way flow connector, two casing parts and a 30 µm (outlet inner 
diameter) micropipette. Except for the two threaded 1/8’ tubing fittings and the 
micropipette, rest of the parts were fabricated by 3D-printing. To enhance the stability in 
the experiment, the casing of the flow chamber was designed to be mountable to a 
breadboard. Sealing of the fluids is ensured by the ¼ NPT tube-sealing threads in all fittings. 
The 30 µm micropipette is mounted on the luer-lock fitting. The position of the 
micropipette was designed such that its tip end is able to reach into the emulsion flow outlet 
as shown in Figure 8. In the operation, the PDMS flow, as the continuous phase, flows into 
the chamber through the top inlet; while the glycerol flow, as the dispersed phase, flows 
into the micropipette via the left-side inlet. As two flows converge immediately out of the 
micropipette’s tip, glycerol droplets breaks off the stream and a monodisperse liquid 
emulsion is formed.  
 
Figure 8 | Half-sectional view of the flow chamber structure 
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Besides the flow chamber assembling, the complete setups of the CMD also include: two 
Syringe pumps, two 60 mL syringes, 1/8’’ (inner diameter) tubing and a collector (Figure 
9). The syringe pumps (New Era® NE 1000 for the continuous phase; New Era® NE 8000 
for the discontinuous phase) are used to drive the liquid flows and also to precisely control 
the flow rates of the two phases. They are able to output a compressive force up to 200 lbs, 
which is sufficient to meet the high pressure requirement in our experiments due to the 
high viscosities of liquids and the small inner diameter of tubing. The syringes serve as 
reservoirs of the liquid for their changeable volumes and good sealing abilities. The liquid 
emulsion product is collected from the outlet tubing by a petri dish or a mold for purposes 
of further experiments. 
 
Figure 9 | Complete setups of the coaxial microfluidic device 
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In fabrication of monodisperse emulsions, in order to achieve steady and durable 
processing, we implemented the CMD in flow rate ranges of 0- 0.3 mL/min for the 
dispersed phase, and 0- 6 mL/min for the continuous phase. The operating flow rate ranges 
were determined from experimental results as discussed in Chapter 3. Before transferred 
into the syringes, glycerol liquid and uncured PDMS base-agent mixture were degassed in 
a desiccator for approximately 45 minutes. After the filled syringes were clamped and flow 
rates were set up, the CMD would be operated for about 5 min prior to sample collection 
until steady flows in two phases was reached and air in the flow chamber was removed. 
By curing a monodisperse liquid emulsion collected from the CMD in a thermostatic oven, 
a monodisperse composite is prepared. In the experiments, two favorable curing conditions 
for composites were found empirically: 1) 60 ºC for 2 hours; (2) 80 ºC for 1.5 hours. At a 
temperature lower than 60 ºC, time required for curing was obviously prolonged; while at 
a temperature higher than 80 ºC, evaporation of the liquid phase in the curing process 
became dominant, resulting in a loss of the volume fraction of the liquid phase.  
2.4 Testing of Composites 
In order to characterize mechanical properties, such as stiffness and toughness, of liquid-
in-solid soft composites fabricated by using the methods introduced above, specific testing 
methods for measuring Young’s modulus, general toughness, and fracture energy of soft 
materials were adapted from existing tensile and indentation test methods. Here we give 
an introduction to them. 
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2.4.1 Methods of Stiffness Characterization 
Measurement of the stiffness of liquid-in-solid composites is important and necessary in 
that it is directly associated with the ability of the composites to resist deformations. Based 
on the conventional methods of stiffness measurement, two methods― small-strain 
uniaxial cycling tensile test and incremental indentation were developed to measure 
Young’s moduli of the soft composite specimens. 
2.4.1.1 Small-strain Uniaxial Cycling Tensile Test 
When spherical liquid inclusions are uniformly and randomly distributed inside the matrix, 
the liquid-in-solid soft composite behaves macroscopically isotropic. Elasticity and 
stiffness of an isotropic material is often characterized by Young’s modulus E. Young’s 
modulus exists in the elastic regime of materials and linearly relates the stress and strain 
together. This feature makes simple tensile test an ideal method for the measurement of 
Young’s modulus. Specifically, a tensile test records the load and displacement responses 
of a material in a given direction, which can be converted into stress and strain data for 
calculation of Young’s modulus. Nevertheless, the conventional simple tensile test method 
is limited for measuring Young’s modulus of a liquid-in-solid soft composite primarily for 
two reasons: 1) specimens of the composite are very soft and difficult to be gripped; 2) the 
composite’s behaviors are dominated by its PDMS matrix, which is no longer linearly 
elastic at relatively large strain.  
To address the existing issues, we modified the simple tensile test and developed a small-
strain uniaxial cycling tensile test. In the modified test method, specimens were stretched 
uniaxially along the longitudinal direction. Strains of the specimens were controlled in a 
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small range (0~10%)60 such that the composite behaves linear-elastically and possesses 
Young’s modulus. Because of the small readout stress values due to the small strain values 
and Young’s moduli of the specimens, the influence of noises in the load cell becomes 
significant. To compensate for the statistic variations induced by the noises and to increase 
accuracy of the linear fitting procedure later on, in the modified test, the stress-strain data 
were extracted from several loading-unloading cycles of the test specimen. The cycling of 
the specimen would largely increase the number of stress-strain data acquired. Moreover, 
it also provides us with a good approach to monitoring the linear-elastic response of the 
specimen.  
  
Figure 10 | Geometry of a dumbbell specimen (left), appearance of the specimen assemblies 
(middle), and a stretched specimen assembling in a test (right). The specimens showed in the 
picture are made of glycerol-PDMS composite fabricated by the simple mixing method. 
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The installation of specimens in the test stand was achieved by a special design of the 
specimen assembling structure. The geometry of a dumbbell specimen and the appearance 
of specimen assemblies are presented in Figure 10. The dumbbell specimen is a type-D 
standard tensile-test specimen designed according to the international standard tensile test 
method for rubber and elastomers (D412-06a)61. The length of the specimen was selected 
to make sure the specimen assembling can fit the height of the test stand. Each side of the 
specimen was glued onto a piece of thin glass slide, such that a specimen assembly was 
installed by gripping the glass slides instead of gripping and compressing the specimen 
itself (Figure 10, right). It is important to note that when a specimen assembly is gripped 
and stretched in this way, the original length of the elongated part in the specimen is no 
longer the initial length of the uniform-width region 33 mm. A small part of the material 
in the necking region of the specimen would also be stretched in the test due to the one-
side glue bond. Hence we measured the initial length of the actually elongated region in a 
tensile test and estimated the volume of the elongated region by using the surface area and 
the thickness. From this volume the equivalent original length in the specimen with a 
uniform width 3 mm was determined to be approximately 43 mm. 
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Figure 11 | Logic flow chart of the control program for the small-strain uniaxial cycling tensile 
test. 
 
In the small-strain uniaxial cycling tensile test, a motorized test stand (Mark-10®, ESM301) 
was used to output a precise displacement value. A load cell with a resolution of 0.0005N 
(Mark-10®, M7-05) was adopted to accurately measure the load in a test specimen. To 
control the test stand to accomplish the cycling motion, a MATLAB control program with 
a user interface was developed. Through the string communication between the PC and the 
test stand, functions such as remote control of test procedures, live monitoring of load-
displacement responses, fast data acquisition, and automatic computations of stresses, 
strains, and Young’s modulus were achieved. The logic flow charts of the control program 
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is presented in Figure 11. In the pre-processing procedures, all the parameters were 
initialized and the specimen was calibrated to a zero-load state. After the test, the load-
displacement data gathered from the load cell and the test stand were converted into the 
engineering stress-strain values by using the original cross-sectional area (3x2 mm2) and 
the original length (43 mm). In the control program, the crosshead feeding speed of the test 
stand was set to 5 mm/min such that the test specimen is stressed in a quasi-static state 
without dynamic loadings. The frequency of data collection was set to 10 Hz to provide a 
sufficient amount of stress-strain data in a single test. These two parameter values were 
adopted in all the uniaxial tensile tests for measuring stiffness. 
2.4.1.2 Microindentation 
In our experiments, it was found that for a composite with a very soft PDMS matrix (e.g. 
with weight ratio higher than 35:1), preparation of its specimen for the small-strain uniaxial 
cycling tensile becomes difficult. The adhesion on surfaces of the composite grows 
stronger as the composite becomes softer, which creates challenges for accurate cutting 
and installation of the specimen. Therefore, an alternative test method is needed in order 
to: 1) provide a simple solution to the specimen preparation issue in extremely soft 
composites; 2) provide an as much or more efficient approach to measuring Young’s 
modulus; 3) provide sets of modulus results that are independent and comparable with the 
modulus measurements from the tensile test. Indentation meets all the requirements above. 
In this thesis, a millimeter-scale incremental indentation method was developed as our 
second method for measuring Young’s modulus of soft composites. The indenter tips that 
were used have dimensions in a range of zero to several millimeters. A series of loading-
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unloading indentation cycles was performed in a single test with an incremental indentation 
depth ranging from 0- 2mm. 
To realize the indentation method on the test stand (Mark-10®, ESM301), similar to in the 
tensile test, a control program with a user interface was designed on the MATLAB platform. 
The logic flow chart of the program is presented in Figure 12. The design goal of the control 
program is to automate the measurement and the computation processes of modulus when 
the initial conditions are set up. This goal was achieved by the execution of the following 
procedures:  
1) Set up parameters after initialization. Important parameters such as feeding speed 
of the crosshead v, number of indentation cycles N, maximum indentation depth Dmax and 
shape of indenter tip were set up via the user interface. Other parameters like data collection 
frequency and threshold value for surface detection were pre-installed inside the program 
but are modifiable. Note that the increment of the indentation depth after each cycle was 
calculated from the equation: ΔD=Dmax/N. 
2) Detect surface. Surface detection is one of the most important procedures in an 
indentation as it directly influences accuracy of the test. Failing to reach the surface of the 
specimen tested before indenting may result in a shift of the data fitting. To detect the 
surface of a specimen, a threshold value (TH) equal to 3 times of resolution of the load cell 
(0.0015N) was set up. As the crosshead of the test stand was lowered slowly, the current 
force reading in the load cell were compared with the initial unloaded reading at the 
frequency of data collection. Immediately after a change of load reading became greater 
than the threshold value preset, it was believed that the surface of the specimen had been 
detected and the crosshead was stopped. It's worth mentioning that to completely eliminate 
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the possibility that such change of load was actually induced by noises and fluctuations in 
the load cell reading, totally 4 load readings in a row were collected and compared with 
the initial load reading. Only when all 4 readings showed changes of load greater than the 
threshold value, the surface of the specimen was confirmed to be detected. 
3) Indent the specimen and record force vs. displacement data. After the surface of 
a specimen was detected, the program would zero the load and displacement readings 
before began to indent the specimen. The force and the displacement readings of the test 
stand were gathered at the frequency set up. All the recorded data were plotted dynamically 
such that the indentation process could be monitored in real time. To further increase the 
accuracy, the displacement data recorded were corrected from the initial displacement 
readings by taking the deflection of the spring inside the load cell into account. 
4) Compute and output the resultant modulus. After all the load-displacement 
responses were obtained, the resultant Young's modulus of the test specimen was found by 
using the data fitting approach. To ensure the accuracy of the fitting, all the load-
displacement data were filtered through a filtering algorithm before the data fitting so that 
the possible gross errors and noises would be eliminated. In short, the designing of the 
control program and the procedures above gave us a direct approach to implementing the 
indentation method. It also provided a fast access to the modulus values of composites. 
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Figure 12 | Logic flow chart of the control program of the incremental indentation 
 
In the incremental indentation, we adopted the same load cell as in the tensile test. Two 
types of indenter tips of different shapes, conical and spherical, were installed into the load 
cell to indent the surfaces of specimens. The appearance and geometry of the indenter tips 
are presented in Figure 13. The spherical indenter was assembled by gluing a 3mm-radius 
glass hemisphere tip on the top of a flat head for compression test. A piece of thin glass 
slide was sandwiched in the middle as a connector. The assembling structure allows an 
easy installation of the indenter to the load cell. 
In incremental indentations, specimens that filled a 15mm height × 60mm diameter petri 
dish were indented by 2mm over 4 cycles. The maximum indentation depth 2mm is smaller 
than 20% of the specimen height (3mm). Thus the indentation test can be considered as in 
the small-strain elastic range based on the Hertz model62. The feeding speed of the cross 
head was set to 3mm/min to achieve the quasi-static state in tests. After each half cycle, 
the crosshead was dwelled for 5 seconds to allow the elastic recovery. 
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Figure 13 | Different shapes of indenters used in the microindentation. Left: conical indenter 
and PDMS matrix specimen in a test; middle: the geometry of the conical indenter63; right: spherical 
indenter assembly. 
 
2.4.2 Methods of Toughness Characterization 
Measurement of the toughness of a soft material like liquid-in-solid soft composite is of 
interest because such a material often exhibits a strong ability to adsorb strain energy before 
fracture occurs. Here two testing methods which were adapted from existing tensile test 
and tearing test are introduced for measuring the general toughness and fracture energy of 
composites, respectively. 
2.4.2.1 Uniaxial Tensile Failure Test― Measurement of General Toughness 
The general toughness of a material is determined by the amount of strain energy that the 
material absorbs before the occurrence of failure. To measure it, a full stress-strain response 
of the material up to the point of rupture needs to be acquired. Particularly, in the case of a 
soft composite, a large strain response is required. Upon the failure of a macroscopically 
continuous material body, local cracks are formed inside the material. As the external loads 
further increase, the local cracks propagate at a specific strain rate to form larger cracks 
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that will eventually fracture the material. The strain states at the crack tips can be mostly 
described as uniaxial. Therefore, one of the best way to measure the toughness of a material 
is by stressing it uniaxially. In this case, the far-field stress state is aligned with the local 
stress states such that the strain energy input would entirely contribute to fracturing the 
material. 
We measured the general toughness of liquid-in-solid composites without any preset crack 
by using the uniaxial tensile failure test. In a test, dumbbell specimens of composites were 
prepared. The geometry of the dumbbell specimens are identical with those described in 
the last chapter for measuring Young’s modulus. The specimens were gripped on the both 
sides and then stretched uniaxially up to their failure. The elongation rate of the specimens 
was set to 5mm/min such that a quasi-static state was achieved with a small strain rate. The 
load-displacement data were gathered with the Mark-10 (ESM 301) motorized test stand. 
The full engineering stress-strain response was determined from the load-displacement 
data by using the original length and the cross-sectional area of the specimens.  
The toughness of a composite was estimated with the area under the full stress-strain curve. 
The area was determined from an approximate integral of the curve by using the trapezoid 
method. Moreover, the strains at rupture εr were extracted from the full stress-strain curves 
as an indicator of the ductility and stretchability of composites. 
2.4.2.2 Tearing Test― Measurement of Fracture Energy 
In a soft, highly deformable material, besides the general toughness which describes the 
material’s ability to absorb strain energy, the resistance of the material to the propagation 
of an existing crack is also an important intrinsic property in the characterization of the 
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material’s toughness. Hence a measurement of the fracture toughness for liquid-in-solid 
soft composites is necessary.  
To quantify the fracture toughness of the composites, we measured their fracture energy 
(or tearing energy) values by adapting the tearing test method which was introduced first 
by Rivlin and Thomas (1953)64 and then developed by later researchers65,66. For a 
composite, we prepared two specimens with the identical geometry and material. As shown 
in Figure 14 (right), one specimen was unnotched, and the other one was notched by cutting 
it with a razor blade. The initial geometry of both specimens was a thin rectangular slice 
of height h0=60 mm, width w0= 50 mm and thickness t0= 3mm. The two sides of a 
specimen were clamped in the test.  The height L0= 5mm of the center marked region was 
the initial distance between the clamps. The length of the notch cut was designed to be 
a0=25 mm.  This length was not an important parameter in the test
66; however, the initial 
width of the specimen w0 was designed to be sufficiently larger than the initial distance 
between clamps L0 such that the measurement of fracture energy was independent from the 
specific geometry of a test specimen. 
As illustrated in Figure 14 (left), in a test, the notched specimen was stretched uniaxially 
to determine a critical displacement, δC, from which the notch started to propagate without 
an obvious increase in the external stress. The unnotched specimen was also stretched in 
the same direction up to a relatively large strain before the rupture. The load-displacement 
response of the unnotched specimen was gathered and plotted into a load-displcement 
curve. The area under the curve from the zero displacement to the critical displacement δC, 
denoted as U(δC), was estimated by using the trapezoid integral approximation. Finally, the 
fracture energy was calculated by using the equation64,66: 
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This equation gives the amount of strain energy a tested composite absorbs on per cross-
sectional area before the propagation of its crack occurs. The resultant fracture energy has 
a unit of J/m2.  
 
Figure 14 | Geometry and load-displacement response of test specimens in determination of 
fracture energy. Left: the configurations of clamped specimens and their load-displacement curves 
in a test. The initial distance between clamps L0 is exaggerated. Right: The appearances of notched 
and unnotched specimens. In the picture, the specimens were made of PDMS of 20:1 base-to agent 
weight ratio. 
 
The measurement of fracture energy was implemented by using the same equipment, Mark-
10 (ESM 301), which was used for uniaxial tensile test. To control the test stand, a control 
program was developed in MATLAB. The logic flow chart is presented in Figure 15. The 
logic sequence of the program was designed by following the testing procedures described 
above. With initial conditions such as dimensions and feeding speed set up, the program 
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could realize the following functions: calibrating the system, recording the critical 
displacement δc, monitoring and gathering the load-displacement responses, and 
automatically integrating the fracture energy value. With the help of this program, the 
efficiency of data acquisition and processing was largely improved. 
 
Figure 15 | Logic flow chart of the control program for measurement of fracture energy 
 
2.4.3 Methods and Conditions of Specific Tests 
Based on the stiffness and toughness characterization methods introduced above, in this 
thesis, specific tests were performed aiming to evaluate and quantify the effects of liquid 
inclusion volume fraction, size, and polydispersity on the mechanical behaviors of 
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composites. In this section, methods and experimental conditions of the specific tests are 
introduced. 
2.4.3.1 Evaluation of Liquid Inclusion Volume Fraction Effect on Stiffness 
In order to investigate the effect of liquid inclusion volumetric content on the macroscopic 
stiffness of composites, we first prepared polydisperse stiff-matrix composites with 
different volume fractions of liquid inclusions by using the simple mixing method. Young’s 
moduli of the composites were measured through the small-strain cycling tensile test. In 
the fabrication of specimens of the composites, PDMS matrix of 19:1 base-to-agent weight 
ratio was selected. The relatively small weight ratio conferred the matrix with a relatively 
high Young’s modulus. In total, six different volume fractions of glycerol liquid inclusion 
were adopted (0%, 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%), such that a wide-range effect of liquid 
inclusion volume fraction could be measured. In all composites. 1g of surfactant was mixed 
to stabilize the liquid inclusions.  
2.4.3.2 Evaluation of Average Inclusion Size Effect on Stiffness  
The test was designed to evaluate the effect of average inclusion sizes on the bulk stiffness 
of polydisperse composites. To fabricate polydisperse composites of different average 
inclusion sizes, in the simple mixing method, a procedure of ultrasonic bath treatment was 
added to reduce the sizes of liquid inclusions inside the composites. Before the curing 
procedure, we put the degassed liquid emulsion that contains glycerol droplets into a water 
bath sonicator (Fisher Scientific®) and treated it at a frequency of 40 kHz (± 6%) for 10 
minutes or 20 minutes. The ultrasonic waves generated by the sonicator are essentially 
high-frequency vibrations of the particles in propagation mediums. As the waves traveling 
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through the liquid emulsion, some relatively large glycerol droplets would be dispersed 
into smaller individual droplets due to the vibration, such that the average size of glycerol 
droplets inside the emulsion would be decreased. To verify that any change occurs in the 
macroscopic stiffness of composites is induced only by the change of the average inclusion 
size, a control group of pure PDMS matrices was designed as comparisons to the 
experimental group of composites. The PDMS matrices were made by mixing the PDMS 
base with the curing agent in a weight ratio of 19:1. Identical matrices were adopted in both 
the control group and the experimental group. Same as the liquid emulsions in the 
experimental group, the liquid mixtures in the control group were also treated in the 
sonicator at the identical frequency of 40 kHz (± 6%) for 10 minutes or 20 minutes. After 
the ultrasonic bath treatment, both the liquid emulsions and liquid mixtures were 
transferred into a mold for preparing dumbbell specimens. The filled molds were cured in 
a thermostatic oven under 60 ºC for 2 hours. Macroscopic Young’s moduli of the solidified 
dumbbell specimens were then measured by using the small-strain cycling tensile test.  
2.4.3.3 Stiffness Characterization of Monodisperse Composites 
In the testing, monodisperse composites of specific inclusion sizes and different matrix 
stiffness values were fabricated from the CMD. Young’s moduli of the composites, as well 
as their matrices, were measured by using both the small-strain uniaxial tensile test and the 
incremental indentation. The sizes of the monodisperse composites were controlled by 
adjusting the flow rates in the CMD. We fabricated the composite under two different flow 
rate conditions:  1) 0.2 mL/min for the dispersed phase and 5 mL/min for the continuous 
phase (0.2:5 mL/min); 2) 0.1 mL/min for the dispersed phase and 2.5 mL/min for the 
continuous phase (0.1:2.5 mL/min). The two conditions provided the composites with a 
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same volume faction of liquid inclusions― 3.85% (calculated from equation: volume 
fraction = Qdispersed / (Qdisperse+Qcontinuous) ), but different inclusion sizes (as discussed in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4).  
The stiffness of PDMS matrices was controlled by varying their base-to-agent weight ratios. 
In total, three different weight ratios (30:1, 35:1, 40:1) were adopted in the experiment to 
prepare composites with different matrix stiffness. So that how matrix stiffness would 
influence the effect of inclusions could be investigated. Both the pure matrices and the 
matrices in composites were cured in a thermostatic oven under 80 ºC for 2 hours. 
2.4.3.4 General Toughness Characterization of Polydisperse Composites 
In order to measure and evaluate the general toughness values of polydisperse composites 
as a function of the volume fraction of liquid inclusions. We prepared polydisperse 
composites with four different volume fractions of liquid inclusions (3%, 5%, 7%, 9%). 
Their PDMS matrices were designed to have a relatively high stiffness with a relatively 
small weight ratio of 19:1, such that easy preparation and installation of test specimens was 
achieved. All the specimens were cured in a thermostatic oven under 60 ºC for 2 hours. 
The general toughness values of the composites and their PDMS matrices were measured 
by using the uniaxial tensile failure test.  
2.4.3.5 Fracture Energy Testing of Polydisperse and Monodisperse Composites 
In order to investigate how liquid-in-solid composites differs from their matrices in terms 
of fracture energy, testing was performed by using the tearing test method introduced in 
Section 2.4.2.2. Before the testing, we prepared the specimens of monodisperse composite 
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by using the CMD in a flow rate condition of 0.2:5 mL/min, which gave the composite a 
liquid inclusion volume fraction of 3.85% and an inclusion size of approximately 25 µm. 
The specimens of polydisperse composite were fabricated through the simple mixing 
method. For the polydisperse composites, totally five different volume fractions of liquid 
inclusions (6%, 8%, 10%, 12%) were designed; additionally 1g of surfactant is mixed into 
every 60g of PDMS matrix to stabilize the inclusions. For all PDMS matrices, a weight 
ratio of 20:1 was adopted. All the specimens were cured in a thermostatic oven under 60 
ºC for 2 hours. 
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Chapter 3 
Morphological Characterization of Liquid-in-Solid Soft 
Composites 
The objective of this chapter is to characterize the morphologies of liquid-in-solid soft 
composites. Through the microscopic observations and analyses, we try to provide direct 
evidence, via microscope images, that both polydisperse and monodisperse composites are 
successfully fabricated; we also aim to investigate the micro-structures of composites to 
provide morphological supports and references for the stiffness and toughness 
characterization results in the following chapters. At the same time, in this chapter the 
formation mechanisms of the monodisperse droplet in the CMD are theoretically discussed; 
the size trend of monodisperse droplets as a function of flow rate conditions are measured 
and quantified. From the results, a simple approach is expected to be developed to control 
the inclusion size in monodisperse composites by adjusting the flow rate conditions in 
fabrication.  
3.1 Microscopic Analysis on Polydisperse Composites 
By using the simple mixing method introduced in the last chapter, samples of polydisperse 
composites in different inclusion volume fractions were prepared to inspect the 
microscopic structures of the composites. The matrix weight ratio of the samples was 
designed as 19:1. The volume fraction of the samples varies from 3% to 9%. Figure 16 
shows the scanning-electron-microscopic (SEM) images of the composite samples. Note 
that the samples were prepared in round petri dishes. To eliminate boundary effects, the 
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samples were cut along the diameter and their cross sections were inspected.  The SEM 
images of the samples were captured in a topographic mode to show the surface features 
and the inclusion structures on the cross section. 
 
Figure 16 | SEM images of the polydisperse composite samples (topographic mode). ① 3% 
volume fraction; ② 5% volume fraction; ③ 7% volume fraction; ④ 9% volume fraction. 
 
The SEM images clearly show that spherical glycerol inclusions are formed inside the 
composite. Moreover, taken in the full-detector model in SEM, the image of a composite 
sample with 7% volume fraction (Figure 17) shows the chemical composition of the sample. 
The surfactant forms a thin layer at the interface that encapsulates the glycerol liquid inside. 
These SEM images demonstrate that the simple mixing method is an effective approach to 
fabricating polydisperse composites.  
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Figure 17 | SEM images of the 7%-volume-fraction composite sample (full-detector model). 
The glycerol liquid is encapsulated by a thin layer of the surfactant (white circles in the image) 
 
An interesting discovery from SEM is associated with the size of inclusions. We measured 
the average maximum and minimum sizes of inclusions from the SEM images by using an 
image processing software (ImageJ). We also measured the average number of inclusions 
whose sizes are larger than 3 µm and treated it as the nominal density of the inclusions. For 
each type of sample, the results were averaged from measurements at 10 different positions 
distributed over the cross section of the sample. The average results are presented in Table 
3. From the table we may note that the average maximum size of inclusions increases nearly 
linearly with the increasing volume fraction, yet the average minimum size of inclusion 
stays relatively constant. The nominal density also increases but seems to reach its 
maximum at 7% volume fraction. Such tendencies imply that in a polydisperse composite, 
the upper limit of the inclusion size primarily depends on the volume fraction of the liquid 
inclusions, while the lower limit of the inclusion size is mainly determined by the capability 
of the fabrication method. 
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Table 3 | Average size and nominal density of liquid inclusions 
Volume Fraction 3% 5% 7% 9% 
Average Maximum 
size (µm) 
6.390 7.294 7.903 8.841 
Average Minimum 
size (µm) 
1.024 1.054 1.100 1.164 
Nominal Density 55 91 100 88 
 
3.2 Microscopic Analysis on Monodisperse Composites 
Compared to polydisperse composites, monodisperse composites have two primary merits: 
1) with the monodispersity of liquid inclusion size, parameters such as matrix stiffness, 
inclusion size, volume fraction become isolatable and controllable. Relationships between 
specific parameters and mechanical properties can be investigated independently. 2) Based 
on the mechanisms of the flaw-mediated failure in polymer, in a liquid-in-solid soft 
composite, the local failure tends to first occur at the position of the largest droplets67. If 
we are able to reduce the standard deviation of inclusion sizes by making the inclusions 
monodisperse, the size of the largest inclusion will become smaller compared to in the 
polydisperse composite with the same average inclusion size. Hence the monodisperse 
composite’s strength or stiffness may be increased as occurrence of a local failure is 
delayed and local deformations are reduced in the composite. 
In a monodisperse composite, liquid inclusion size is one of the most important parameters 
featuring the material. In order to establish the relationships between the mechanical 
properties such as stiffness and toughness and the material parameters of monodisperse 
composites through characterization, control of the size of liquid inclusions is necessary. 
Hence theoretical and experimental analyses on the formation mechanism of monodisperse 
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droplets in the CMD are required. Moreover, for a deeper understanding of liquid inclusion 
effects on monodisperse composites’ behaviors, investigation on microstructures of 
monodisperse composites is also needed.  
3.2.1 Formation Mechanisms of Monodisperse Droplets and Parameter 
Calculations 
In a CMD, The formation of monodisperse droplets is governed by two different 
mechanisms: dripping and jetting57. An emerging droplet can either drip from the orifice 
of the micropipette, or breaks off a short jet of fluid formed outside the orifice (Figure 18). 
In the jetting regime, the droplet breaks off the stream due to the Rayleigh instability68. 
Mechanisms of the Rayleigh instability are relatively sophisticated and we will not discuss 
them in detail here. However, in the dripping regime, the force balance of the droplet can 
be described by a simple equation57: 
~con d con tu d d                                                      (28) 
where ucon is the velocity of the continuous phase, ηcon is the viscosity of the continuous 
phase, dd is the diameter of the droplet, dt is the inner diameter at the tip end, γ is the surface 
tension. The equation provides an easy approach to estimating the droplet size in the 
dripping regime. 
 
Figure 18 | Illustrations of droplets formed in the dripping (left) regime and the jetting (right) 
regime 
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The transition between the dripping and jetting regimes in the formation of droplets is 
primarily controlled by the flow rates of the dispersed phase and the continuous phase. It 
is also associated with other physical parameters such as viscosity and interfacial tension 
of fluids. The transition of the formation mechanism may significantly influence the size 
of droplet. Therefore, before using the CMD to produce monodispersed droplets, whether 
the droplets are formed in the dripping regime or the jetting regime under specific 
experimental conditions needs to be determined. Accordingly, the proper flow rate ranges 
of the dispersed phase and the continuous phase can be further acquired in order to produce 
monodisperse droplets of a desired size. 
The relationships between the formation regimes and the physical properties of droplets 
are described by the Weber-capillary-number map (Figure 19). In the map the Weber 
number of the dispersed phase and the capillary number of the continuous phase are given 
by, respectively57: 
2
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                                     (29) 
Physical significances and adopted values of the parameters in Equation (19) are listed as 
follows:  
disp ― density of the dispersed phase, 1.26 g/cm
3; 
dispu , conu ― Local velocity of the dispersed phase and the continuous phase. For    
simplification here u=Q/A; 
con ― Viscosity of the continuous phase, 3.5 Pa·s; 
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tipd ― inner diameter of the tip end of the micropipette, 30 µm; 
    ― surface tension, 64.56 mN·m-1 for glycerol69. 
Based on the expressions, the physical significance of the Weber number is actually the 
normalized kinetic energy of a fluid, while the capillary number represents the relative 
effect of viscous forces versus surface tension acting across interface between fluids. 
 
Figure 19 | Weber-capillary-number map for determining the dripping-to-jetting transition. 
The white marks represent state of jetting while the black marks represent state of dripping57. 
 
The threshold values of the dripping-to-jetting transition are given by the map, in terms of 
the Weber number and the capillary number: Ccon ≥ 0.5 or Wdisp ≥ 4. By substituting the 
parameter values above, the threshold values of transition in our CMD can be obtained in 
terms of flow rates of the dispersed phase (glycerol) and the continuous phase (PDMS), 
which are QPDMS ≥ 4.38 mL/min or Qglycerol ≥ 0.11 mL/min. With the guidance of these two 
critical flow rates, we were able to control the mechanism of droplet formation by 
controlling the flow rates of liquid phases. 
3.2.2 Relationships between Flow Rates and Droplet Size 
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It is important to note that the threshold flow rates of transition determined above lie within 
adjustable ranges of both syringe pumps, which implies that both jetting and dripping are 
possible formation regimes of droplets in our CMD. As the dripping-to-jetting transition 
may markedly influence the droplet size, Equation (28) could break down for predicting 
the droplet size in the jetting regime. Therefore, to accurately and consistently control the 
droplet size in the fabrication of a monodisperse liquid emulsion, it is necessary to 
determine the relationship between droplet size and flow rates.  
Considering the size of the droplets formed in a CMD is associated with the flow rates of 
both the dispersed phase and the continuous phase, we first fixed the flow rate of the 
dispersed phase, and measured droplet sizes at different flow rates of the continuous phase. 
Monodisperse droplets were inspected in the collected liquid emulsions under an optical 
microscope. The trend of droplet size is plotted in an error-bar graph (Figure 20). Along 
with the experimental data, the theoretical prediction from Equation (28) is also plotted as 
a comparison. The fixed flow rate of the dispersed phase was chosen to be 0.1 mL/min, 
below the critical value 0.11 mL/min, such that the transition of mechanism is primarily 
governed by the flow rate of the continuous phase. 
By comparing the experimental data with the theoretical prediction for the dripping regime, 
we may note that at relative small flow rates of the continuous phase (i.e. 3 mL/min, 3.5 
mL/min and 4 mL/min), the experimental results match well with the theory, indicating 
that droplets are formed in the dripping regime. As the flow rate of the continuous phase 
increases, from 4 mL/min to 4.5 mL/min, there is an abrupt drop of the droplet size 
measurement from near 40 µm to less than 25 µm in terms of average value. After the drop, 
the droplet size starts to deviate from the theoretical trend and increases with the increasing 
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flow rate. Finally the experimental data level off to the inner diameter of the micropipette’s 
tip end. In fact, this abrupt drop and deviations are in good agreement with the theoretical 
threshold flow rate (4.38 mL/min) of the dripping-to-jetting transition. Hence a reasonable 
explanation may be that for a flow rate of the continuous phase higher than 4.38 mL/min, 
the formation of droplets transitions into the jetting regime. The size of droplets changes 
with the flow rate of the continuous phase in such a way that it can no longer be well 
approximated by the theory for the dripping regime. 
 
Figure 20 | Droplet sizes measured as a function of flow rate of the continuous phase. In the 
graph, inner diameter of the micropipette’s tip end (30 µm), threshold flow rate of transition (4.38 
mL/min), and theoretical prediction of the droplet size (solid line) are also plotted for comparison. 
 
To further study the effect of flow rate of the dispersed phase on the droplet size, we also 
measured droplet sizes at a fixed continuous-phase flow rate but at different dispersed-
phase flow rates. The experimental measurements of the droplet size are plotted in Figure 
21. Two fixed continuous-phase flow rate were selected: 3 mL/min and 5 mL/min. 
Theoretically, at the former flow rate, the transition is primarily controlled by the 
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dispersed-phase flow rate; while at the latter flow rate, the droplets are always formed in 
the jetting regime. Inconsistent with Equation (28) for the dripping regime in which the 
droplet size is independent from the flow rate of the dispersed phase, it may be noted from 
Figure 21 that the measured droplet size actually increases with the increasing dispersed-
phase flow rate starting from 0.2 mL/min. This phenomenon was observed for both fixed 
continuous-phase flow rates. However, at the higher flow rate of the continuous phase (5 
mL/min), i.e. in the jetting regime, the sizes of the droplets produced are more stable and 
have a smaller size standard deviation compared to at the 3 mL/min flow rate. This property 
may be utilized in the fabrication of monodisperse composites to increase the 
monodispersity. 
 
Figure 21 | Droplet sizes measured as a function of flow rates of the dispersed phase. Inner 
diameter of the micropipette’s tip end (30 µm) is plotted (dashed line) for comparison. 
 
These two experiments proved the existence of the mechanism transition in our CMD when 
the flow rates are changing in the operating range. A combination of the two graphs would 
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provide us with a good guideline to determining the proper flow rates of the continuous 
and dispersed phases for producing monodisperse droplets of a desired size. 
3.2.3 Microstructures of Monodisperse Composite 
In order to investigate micro-structures of the liquid inclusions (droplets) in both the liquid 
emulsion and the monodisperse composite, a sample was analyzed under the optical 
microscope (Zeiss® microscopy) before and after the curing process. The microscopic 
images are shown in Figure 22.  
 
Figure 22 | Microscopic images of the liquid droplets (inclusions) before (after) the curing 
process. Left: liquid droplets in a monodisperse emulsion. Right: liquid inclusions in a 
monodisperse composite. Flow-rate condition in the CMD: 0.2 mL/min for the dispersed phase and 
5 mL/min for the continuous phase. Curing condition: 80 ºC for 1.5 hours. Weight ratio of PDMS 
matrix: 20:1. 
 
From comparison of the micro-structures in a monodisperse liquid emulsion and the cured 
monodisperse composite, it is noted that before and after the curing process, the shape and 
size of glycerol liquid droplets (inclusions) are almost unchanged. In both the liquid 
emulsion and the composite, the liquid droplets (inclusions) are perfectly spherical and 
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visually monodisperse. These features were not only found in a unique case, but also 
existing in composites fabricated under various conditions (e.g. Figure 23). The 
consistency of the microstructures of liquid droplets (inclusions) demonstrates that the 
CMD is an effective and efficient approach to fabricating monodisperse composites. 
 
 
Figure 23 | Liquid inclusions in a monodisperse composite. Flow-rate condition in the CMD: 
0.1 mL/min for the dispersed phase and 3 mL/min for the continuous phase. Curing condition: 60 
ºC for 2 hours. Weight ratio of PDMS matrix: 20:1. 
 
 
Figure 24 | Chain-shaped structure formed by liquid inclusions in a monodisperse composite. 
Flow-rate condition in the CMD: 0.2 mL/min for the dispersed phase and 5 mL/min for the 
continuous phase. Curing condition: 80 ºC for 1.5 hours. Weight ratio of PDMS matrix: 20:1. 
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Moreover, in some monodisperse composites fabricated from the CMD at a relatively high 
flow rate of the continuous phase (e.g. 5 ml/min), a distinct structure formed by liquid 
inclusions was found. As shown in Figure 24, surfaces of the liquid inclusions are very 
close to each other or even coalesce together such that a chain-shaped structure is formed. 
The formation of such structure may be contributed by a mechanism of the CMD that at a 
high flow rate of the continuous phase, distance between two adjacent droplets become 
very short due to a high break-off frequency of droplets. The possible effects of the chain-
shaped structure on a composite’s macroscopic behaviors are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4 
Stiffness Response of Liquid-in-Solid Soft Composites 
The objective of this chapter is to perform experimental and theoretical analyses on the 
stiffness characterization methods and the stiffness responses of both polydisperse and 
monodisperse composites. By analyzing the stiffness testing methods introduced in 
Chapter 2, we aim to provide a basis and guidelines for an accurate stiffness measurement. 
From the preliminary testing results, effectiveness and consistency of the stiffness 
characterization methods are verified. Through the stiffness responses of composites, we 
try to evaluate some specific questions:  
 Are composite samples capable of displaying the same stiffening-with-inclusion 
behavior on a macroscale as observed in the microscale individual droplet 
measurements?  
 How do monodisperse composites behave differently from polydisperse 
composites?   
By comparing the experimental results of PDMS matrices and composites, and by relating 
experiments with theories, the effects of liquid inclusion’s volume fraction, average size, 
size polydispersity and interactions on the macroscopic stiffness of liquid-in-solid soft 
composites are expected to be revealed.  
4.1 Analyses and Preliminary Testing Results of Characterization Methods 
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In order to calibrate and accurately extract measurements from test systems, analysis and 
preliminary testing of the characterization methods introduced in Chapter 2 are necessary. 
Below the results are presented. 
4.1.1 Small-strain Uniaxial Cycling Tensile Test 
To verify the effectiveness of the small-strain uniaxial cycling tensile test for measuring 
Young’s modulus of composite, preliminary testing was performed for a specimen of pure 
PDMS matrix of a 19:1 base-to-agent weight ratio. The stress-strain response of the 
specimen was collected from the test system (Figure 25). The Young’s modulus value was 
extracted from the stress-strain curve through linear fitting.  
 
Figure 25 | The stress-strain curve of a specimen of PDMS-glycerol composite. Values of test 
parameters: feeding speed: 5mm/min; number of cycles: 2; Frequency of data collection: 10 Hz; 
Weight ratio of PDMS matrix: 19:1. 
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As presented in the linear fitting result, The Young’s modulus value of the test specimen 
was measured to be 173.8 kPa. We may note that both the loading and unloading curves 
show a good linearity and they almost coincide. This implies that the small-strain uniaxial 
cycling tensile test is an effective test method for characterizing linear elasticity of liquid-
in-solid soft composites. 
4.1.2 Microindentation  
The idea and principle of the material characterization by surface probing are originated 
from the contact mechanics established by Hertz70,71. The test method is favorable as its 
implementation is straightforward and simple. Young’s modulus results can be directly 
extracted from the load-displacement responses in an indentation. Usually all test 
procedures are done in a small size scale on the surface of the test specimen, which makes 
indentation perfect for capturing the small-strain elastic behaviors of a material72. 
Compared to a nanoscale indentation, a millimeter-scale indentation is optimal for 
measuring Young’s modulus of composites in our case, primarily for the following reasons: 
1) adhesion effect on the surface of a test specimen is less significant and concerned in the 
millimeter scale73. The adhesive force may be neglected in the whole test or at least in the 
loading phase; 2) complicated and expensive micro/nano-scopic analyzing device is not 
required; 3) it offers sufficient accuracy for measuring the elastic moduli of soft composites; 
Moreover, an incremental indentation depth provided us with a good access to inspecting 
whether plastic deformation have occurred as strain becomes higher. At the same time, 
compared to indentations of fixed depth, the linear elastic assumption is more accurate in 
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an incremental indentation as a large portion of its load-displacement data are overlapped 
data with relatively small strains. 
In our microindentation, different indenter shapes result in distinct geometries and radii of 
the contact profiles, for which different equations in terms of load and displacement need 
to be used for the data fitting. Nevertheless, the equations used to describe the load-
displacement behaviors of various indenters can all be derived by extending the classic 
Hertz contact model which studied the deformations of two solid bodies that are contacted 
with each other at one or more points70.  
For the conical indenter tip, because it is in a perfect conical shape, the load-displacement 
relationship of the indenter can be described by using the equation74: 
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where E is Young's modulus of the test specimen, ν is Poisson's ratio, α is the half angle of 
the cone. Here we measured that α=30º; and for PDMS elastomer, we assumed that it's 
incompressible and thus the Poisson’s ratio ν=0.5. By doing a second-order polynomial 
fitting to the load-displacement data of the conical indenter, Young’s modulus can be 
solved from the resultant fitting coefficient. 
For a spherical indenter, the equation to describe the load-displacement relationship can be 
written as74: 
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where R is the radius of the sphere, E is Young's modulus of the specimen, and a is an 
intermediate parameter. This equation accurately describes the evolution of the indentation 
profile of a spherical indenter. However, because the intermediate parameter a needs to be 
solved from a transcendental equation, it is extremely difficult to extract the Young's 
modulus value from the equation by directly fitting the multiple load-displacement data. 
Hence for the sake of simplification, instead of using Equation (31), we approximated the 
load-displacement profile of a spherical indenter by using the equation for parabolic 
indenters74: 
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where RC is the radius of the tip curvature. By doing a linear fitting between F and δ3/2 data, 
Young's modulus E can be solved from the resultant fitting coefficient. Proved in the 
experiments later, such approximation was reasonable for a small spherical indenter of a 
3mm radius. The obtained modulus results were consistent with those from the conical 
indenter. 
Note that in the linear fitting methods introduced above, adhesion on the specimen surface 
is not taken into account. The magnitude of adhesive forces is relatively small compared 
to the magnitude of compressive forces. Thus the resultant modulus won't be significantly 
influenced even if the adhesion effect is neglected. However, for an extremely soft 
composite with very strong adhesion (e.g. with PDMS matrix of a weight ratio higher than 
40:1), its unloading curves during indentation may need to be abandoned before fitting the 
data to completely eliminate the adhesion effect. 
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To verify the functionality and effectiveness of the incremental indentation, we did a few 
preliminary tests and measured Young's moduli of specimens made of pure PDMS matrix 
by using both the spherical indenter and the conical indenter. The PDMS specimens had a 
weight ratio of 30:1 and were cured under 80 ºC for 1.5 hours. The load-displacement plots 
of the conical and spherical indenters in one single indentation test are shown in Figure 26. 
From the graphs three things may be noted: 1) no plastic deformation occurred in the 
indentation as no residue displacement at zero loads was detected; 2) the hysteresis in the 
curves is probably due to the adhesive force in the unloading procedure, which is small 
enough to be neglected; 3) at the same displacement values, the corresponding load values 
of the spherical indenter are roughly four times of the load values of the conical indenter. 
It implies that when indenting the same sample, load readings of the spherical indenter 
would be greater and closer to the upper limit of the load cell range compared to load 
readings of the conical indenter. The relative uncertainty in a larger readout load is smaller 
as the errors and noises in the load cell become less significant. However, by using the 
conical indenter, we are able to measure moduli of some stiffer materials as their force 
readings are less likely to exceed the range of the load cell. 
 
Figure 26 | The load-displacement curves (profiles) of the conical indenter (left) and the 
spherical indenter (right).  
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After fitting the data by using Equation (30) and (32), the resultant moduli of the 30:1 
PDMS specimens were obtained. For the conical indenter, measured Young’s modulus is 
99.31 kPa; while for the spherical indenter, measured Young’s modulus is 99.35 kPa. 
Resultant Young’s moduli from the two different indenters are almost identical, which 
implies good measurement consistency of the incremental indentation and also high 
reliability of the data fitting methods. 
4.2 Stiffness Response of Polydisperse Stiff-Matrix Composites― Effect of Liquid 
Inclusion Volume Fraction and Size Polydispersity 
By using the methods and conditions introduced in section 2.4.3.1, Young’s moduli of 
polydisperse stiff-matrix composites were measured. Figure 27 shows these results along 
with both Eshelby’s theory and Dufresne’s theory for predicting effective moduli of 
composites.  
The theoretical curves were calculated and plotted based on Equation (24) and Equation 
(26). In both Eshelby’s and Dufresne’s theoretical predictions, 180 kPa was used as 
Young’s modulus of matrix E based on the range of the Young’s modulus measurements 
of the 19:1 PDMS matrix. Particularly, in Dufresne’s theory we assumed interfacial tension 
between glycerol liquid and PDMS to be12 13.75 mN/m,  and estimated the average size of 
liquid inclusions to be 5 µm. The estimation of average inclusion size was based off of the 
microscopic observations of polydisperse composites in Chapter 3 that most liquid 
inclusions have a size of around 5 µm (refer to Figure 16 and Figure 17). 
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Figure 27 | Young’s moduli of polydisperse stiff-matrix composites as a function of volume 
fraction. The experimental results are compared with both Eshelby’s theory and Dufresne’s theory 
 
The results in Figure 27 show good agreement between the experimental results and the 
theoretical predictions. We may note that for a matrix of composite as stiff as 180 kPa and 
an average inclusion size of 5 µm, the difference between Dufresne’s and Eshelby’s 
theoretical predictions is limited. Even if the surface tension effect of liquid inclusions was 
taken into account, theoretically, the stiff-matrix composites would still be softened as the 
volume fraction of liquid inclusions increases. The prediction is well supported by the 
experimental data in which the average Young’s modulus value is decreased with an 
increasing inclusion volume fraction. In fact, this result is anticipated. Based on Dufresne’s 
suggestion in Equation (25), the critical elastocapillary length in the stiff-matrix 
composites is calculated to be 229 nm, which is considerably smaller than the estimated 
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average inclusion size 5 µm of the composites. Hence the surface tension is thought to be 
not sufficiently strong to affect the stiffness response of the composites. We may conclude 
that in a polydisperse stiff-matrix composite (with a matrix Young’s modulus higher than 
approximately 150 kPa), the softening effect of liquid inclusions is often dominant over 
the stiffening effect due to surface tensions. The macroscopic stiffness of the composite 
decreases with the increasing volume fraction of liquid inclusions. 
Nevertheless, despite the general agreement between the theory and the experiment, in 
Figure 27 we might as well note two interesting things: 1) at the 3% volume fraction, the 
measured Young’s modulus value of the composite deviates from the theoretical prediction; 
2) the dependence on volume fraction of the Young’s modulus measurements seems to be 
stronger in our samples versus what are predicted by Dufresne’s and Eshelby’s theories.  
Based on the microscopic observations in Chapter 3, the deviation and higher Young’s 
modulus measurement from the theory at the 3% volume fraction suggest the significance 
of liquid inclusion size effect on the macroscopic stiffness of composite. In Figure 16, it is 
easy to note that in the composite with a 3% volume fraction, the order of liquid inclusion 
size is obviously smaller than in other composites with higher inclusion volume fractions. 
This implies that the average inclusion size in the 3% volume fraction composite is actually 
less than the 5 µm average inclusion size estimation. With a smaller average inclusion size, 
Young’s modulus of the 3% volume fraction composite has been counter-predictively 
higher. It suggests that the average liquid inclusion size of a polydisperse composite may 
be a significant factor to influence the bulk stiffness of the material. In fact, in Dufresne’s 
paper the inclusion size effect has already been evaluated from behaviors of individual 
liquid inclusions on a microscale12. It is also reflected by Equation (26) that the effective 
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modulus of a composite is size dependent. However, the lack of macroscale experimental 
supports would make a further analysis on the effect of average liquid inclusion sizes in 
polydisperse composites necessary and motivating.  
The stronger dependence on volume fraction of the Young’s modulus measurements may 
be contributed by the polydispersity of liquid inclusion size. As discussed previously, 
different inclusion size distributions may result in different bulk elastic modulus values of 
composites47. As suggested by the morphological characterization results of polydisperse 
composites in Table 3, the inclusion size distribution of polydisperse composites varies 
with inclusion volume fraction (with constant smallest inclusion sizes but increasing largest 
inclusion sizes). The polydispersity and varying distribution of inclusion size have made it 
difficult to perfectly predict the bulk elastic moduli of polydisperse composites by using 
the theories merely incorporating the average inclusion size. To eliminate the effect of 
polydispersity, analyses on composites with monodisperse liquid inclusions are necessary.  
4.3 Macroscopic Inclusion Size Effect― Stiffening of Polydisperse Composites 
Using an Ultrasonic Bath 
In this section, evaluation of the results on the average inclusion size effect on the bulk 
stiffness of polydisperse composite are presented and discussed. The Young’s modulus 
measurements are plotted in Figure 28. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation of 
at least 3 specimens. Additionally, the specimens of composites and matrices without 
ultrasonic bath treatment were also fabricated and measured. They provided modulus 
values of polydisperse composites with larger average inclusion sizes (refer to the 
microscopic observations in Figure 16 for the composites with 5% and 7% volume 
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fractions). By analyzing the stiffness measurements in the experimental group, we may 
note that the average Young’s modulus of the polydisperse composites are increased by 
approximately 23% (~35 kPa) after an ultrasonic bath treatment for 10 minutes. This 
average Young’s modulus value is not further changed when it comes to the 20 minute 
treatment of the composites. As a comparison, in the control group, average Young’s 
modulus of the PDMS matrices remains nearly identical after the ultrasonic bath treatment. 
These results imply that the stiffness of the PDMS matrix in a polydisperse composite 
would not be affected by the ultrasonic bath treatment; however, the stiffness of a 
polydisperse composite would increase due to decrease of the average liquid inclusion size 
once the composite was ultrasonically treated in its fabrication. The magnitude of such 
stiffening effect reaches its limit when a composite is ultrasonically treated for roughly 10 
minutes during fabrication.  
In Figure 28, measurements in the experimental group are fitted with Dufresne’s theoretical 
predictions according to Equation (26). In the fitting, Young’s modulus of the PDMS 
matrix is assumed to be 185 kPa. Same as in the theoretical fitting of last section, the 
average liquid inclusion size is estimated to be 5 µm to fit the modulus measurements of 
composites without ultrasonic treatment; it is assumed to be 0.15 µm to fit the modulus 
measurements of composites with ultrasonic treatment. The theory and the experiment 
show good agreement with the specific average inclusion size values used in the theory. It 
implies that after ultrasonically treated in fabrication, the average liquid inclusion size in a 
polydisperse composite would be significantly decreased (e.g. in our case, 3% of the 
original average size, in theory), such that stiffening effect due to surface tension would be 
markedly enhanced. 
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Figure 28 | The effect of the ultrasonic bath treatment on Young’s modulus of polydisperse 
composites. The experimental results are fitted with Dufresne’s theory by using different average 
inclusion sizes. The inclusion volume fraction of polydisperse composite is selected to be 6%. The 
Young’s modulus values are normalized with the average Young’s modulus measurement of pure 
PDMS matrix. 
 
This interpretation was also well supported by the SEM inspections of polydisperse 
composites with and without ultrasonic bath treatment (Figure 29). The SEM images of 
both types of composites were made by stitching six smaller individual images together, 
such that a larger area in the composite is covered. By comparing the two images, we may 
note that in the composite ultrasonically treated (Figure 29, right), there are more liquid 
inclusions whose sizes are less than 1 µm. This size distribution is consistent with the 
theoretical prediction that the average liquid inclusion size in a composite ultrasonically 
treated is less than 1 µm. 
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Figure 29 | The SEM images of polydisperse composites without an ultrasonic bath treatment 
(left) and with an ultrasonic bath treatment (right) 
 
In this section, we successfully observed the stiffening effect in polydisperse composites 
by using ultrasonic bath treatment. Experimental results were provided, which support the 
conclusion extracted from Equation (26) that the macroscopic stiffness of a polydisperse 
composite would be increased when the average size of liquid inclusions decreases. 
4.4 Additional Stiffening in Monodisperse Composites― Interaction Effect 
As discussed in the Chapter 1, Dufresne’s theoretical prediction for the effective modulus 
of a liquid-in-solid soft composite in Equation (26) is based on the assumptions that the 
liquid inclusions are dilute and isolated, and all the liquid inclusions have the same size.  
In a polydisperse composite, the assumptions of dilute and isolated inclusions are met when 
the volume fraction of liquid inclusions is small enough. However, the assumption of 
identical-size inclusions could never be satisfied due to the polydispersity of inclusion sizes. 
Although the equation was implemented in a polydisperse composite by substituting the 
identical size with the average size of liquid inclusions, the complete accuracy of such 
approximation may not be guaranteed as the interior stress-strain field of the composite 
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may have been complicated by liquid inclusions of various sizes. Therefore, to better 
understand the effect of size and volume fraction of liquid inclusions on the macroscopic 
stiffness of a composite, and to make the variables uncontrollable and isolatable, the 
monodispersity of liquid inclusion size is required. 
As introduced in Section 2.4.3.3, we performed a series of experiments to investigate the 
stiffness responses of monodisperse composites. These experimental measurements were 
compared and related to Dufresne’s theory to investigate the effect of inclusion size and 
also the effect of inclusion interactions on the macroscopic stiffness of a monodisperse 
composite. By selecting the specific flow rate conditions in fabrication, with the same 
PDMS matrix, we were able to isolate and control the inclusion size in monodisperse 
composites and analyze its effect independently. Referring to the morphological 
characterization results of monodisperse droplet size trends (Figure 20 and Figure 21) and 
microscopic observation (Figure 22), we may estimate the monodisperse inclusion sizes 
under specific flow rate conditions used as: 0.2:5 mL/min: ~25 µm; 0.1:2.5 mL/min: ~50 
µm. 
The Young’s modulus measurements from the tensile test and the microindentation for all 
matrices and composites are plotted in Figure 30. Error bars correspond to the standard 
deviation of at least 5 specimens. The Young’s modulus values are normalized by using 
the average Young’s modulus measurements of the corresponding pure PDMS matrices. 
With the help of the indentation method, we were able to measure Young’s moduli of very 
soft matrices and composites with a 40:1 weight ratio. The experimental results are also 
related with Dufresne’s theoretical prediction for effective modulus in Equation (26). In 
the theory, the matrix modulus E is estimated by the average Young’s modulus 
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measurements of PDMS matrices; 25 µm was adopted as the inclusion size; the interfacial 
tension is assumed to be 13.75 mN/m between glycerol liquid and PDMS solid46; the liquid 
inclusion volume fraction is 3.85% according to flow rate conditions used.  
The comparison of the theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements show an 
unexpected but obvious inconsistency. As shown in the graph, the theoretical results 
obtained from Equation (26) predict that all of the composites adopted in the experiments 
would be softened compared to their PDMS matrices. Based on Equation (25), such 
prediction is reasonable because in the case of our experiments, the estimated inclusion 
sizes (25 µm) are greater than the maximum critical capillary length (1.3 µm) for the 
average Young’s modulus value of the softest matrix (31.1 kPa). According to the 
elastocapillary lengths for these formulations, the surface tensions of liquid inclusions of 
this size are not sufficiently strong to deform the surrounding solid and further to stiffen 
the composite on a macroscale. However, the experimental results present the opposite in 
Figure 30. The Young’s modulus measurements imply that monodisperse composites with 
all three kinds of matrix weight ratios are stiffened instead of being softened compared to 
their matrices. An increase of Young’s modulus is detected from results of both the uniaxial 
tensile test and the indentation test; and it seems to be larger in the 0.2:5 mL/min 
composites. The relative increases of the average moduli of composites are presented by 
the differences between the normalized group bars in Figure 30. A further statistical 
analysis shows that, for the 0.2:5 mL/min composites, the average data of the 30:1 and 35:1 
weigh ratios are at least one standard deviation above the pure matrix data; and the relative 
increase of the 40:1 weigh ratio average data is very close to one standard deviation of its 
pure matrix data. Therefore, the increases of modulus should not simply be attributed to 
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the errors in measurement. Instead other mechanical factors need to be taken into account 
to explain the phenomenon.  
 
Figure 30 | The normalized Young’s modulus measurements of monodisperse composites 
with different matrix stiffness and inclusion sizes. The Young’s modulus values are normalized 
with the corresponding average matrix Young’s modulus. The experimental results (grouped bars 
with overlaid error bars corresponding the standard deviation of at least 5 samples) are compared 
with Dufresne’s theoretical predictions (dashed lines). Counter-theoretical stiffening effects are 
presented in the graph. 
 
The failure of using Dufresne’s theory to predict our experimental results implies that the 
surface tension effect of liquid inclusions is not the primary contributor to the increases of 
Young’s modulus in our monodisperse composites; an additional stiffening factor other 
than surface tension may exist inside the composites. This additional stiffening effect noted 
by Dufresne results and discussed in Chapter 1 is associated with the formation of ‘chain-
like’ structures12. Similarly, as discussed in Section 2.4.5, we also observed chain-shaped 
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structures inside the samples of monodisperse composites that were fabricated by using the 
CMD (Figure 24). In both cases, the distances between liquid inclusions were extremely 
small. In some places even inclusion-inclusion junctions were formed. Besides the chain-
shaped structures, the microscopic observations also showed that in our monodisperse 
composites, a large quantity of liquid inclusions were positioned so close to each other that 
the gaps between inclusions were frequently found smaller than the diameter of liquid 
inclusions (refer to Figure 22 and Figure 23). 
It is important to note that with the small gaps between the liquid inclusions, the assumption 
of isolated inclusions are weakened. When a composite is subjected to external loads, the 
interactions between the stress-strain fields of liquid inclusions could no longer be 
neglected. It is known that in the case of solid elastic inclusions, when the interaction 
between inclusions is considered, an additional contribution of strain energy― interaction 
energy would be introduced26. This additional portion of strain energy is associated with 
additional stress fields in both inclusions and matrix24, which may be able to resist external 
stress/strain fields. It has been reported that when the interactions between solid particulate 
inclusions were taken account, a new increasing trend of the effective modulus with the 
particle density was obtained in contrast to the old result in which the effective modulus 
was predicted to decrease75. Hence it is reasonable to analogize that in a liquid-in-solid 
composite, the interactions between liquid inclusions would also affect the macroscopic 
stiffness of the composite. Our hypothesis is that when the gaps between liquid inclusions 
in a monodisperse composite are sufficiently small, the interactions of the stress-strain 
fields of liquid inclusions would macroscopically stiffen the composite; Young’s modulus 
of the composite increases with the decreasing gaps between liquid inclusions. With the 
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help of this hypothesis, the stiffening effects observed in Figure 30 may be attributed to the 
liquid inclusion interaction effects enhanced by the small inclusion-inclusion gap sizes 
inherited from the CMD. The hypothesis is also in agreement with the fact that the Young’s 
modulus measurements of the 0.2:5 mL/min composites is slightly higher than the Young’s 
modulus measurements of the 0.1:2.5 mL/min composites. The gap sizes in the former 
composites are mostly smaller than in the latter composites, due to the different droplet 
formation frequencies caused by different flow rates of the continuous phase.  
To theoretically verify the hypothesis, one possible approach is to first substitute liquid 
inclusions with the equivalent elastic solid inclusions, and then to solve for the effective 
modulus of a monodisperse composite by using the classic interaction models for solid 
inclusions. When the surface tensions of a liquid inclusions are taken into account, the 
liquid inclusions are found to be equivalent to solid elastic inclusions of Young’s 
modulus12,76: 
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where E is Young’s modulus of matrix, D is the size of inclusions and γ is the interfacial 
tension. Based on Equation (33), current solid inclusion theories involving interaction, such 
as self-consistent method26,77 and Mori-Tanaka modification24, may be used to establish a 
model for predicting the effective macroscopic stiffness of a monodisperse composite with 
an arbitrary finite inclusion volume fraction. 
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Chapter 5 
Toughness Response of Liquid-in-Solid Soft Composites 
The toughness of a polymer or polymer-based material is especially interesting as such 
materials often exhibit high stretchability and good resistance to fracture. Increased 
toughening has been observed in many polymer-matrix particulate composites due to the 
embedded solid elastic inclusions21,29–31. Likewise, we are motivated to know how liquid 
inclusions would alter composites’ toughness and fracture energy from their matrices.  
In this chapter, the toughness of liquid-in-solid soft composites is characterized. The 
objective is to investigate the effect of liquid inclusions on a composite’s resistance to 
fracture. We anticipate that a composite would be toughened by the embedded liquid 
inclusions with a dilute volume fraction. We expect to relate the experimental 
measurements with established theories such as the solid mechanics and the fracture 
mechanics in order to quantify and describe the relationships between the toughness and 
fracture energy of composites and the volume fraction of liquid inclusions.  
5.1 Validation of the Tearing Test Method 
As a preliminary test, we measured fracture energy of PDMS specimens of a 20:1 weight 
ratio to verify the effectiveness of the tearing test method. The specimens were cured at 
100 ºC for 1 hour. The critical length of the notched specimen was measured to be 
approximately 4.46 mm. By setting this critical length as the upper limit of integral, the 
fracture energy was calculated from Equation (27) to be 301.04 J/m2. To our knowledge, 
no systematic determination of fracture energy as a function of matrix weight ratio has 
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been performed for Sylgard-184® PDMS. However, this fracture energy value obtained is 
in the same order of magnitude as the reported fracture energy values for PDMS with 
different manufacturer and compositions78. Moreover, this result is also consistent with our 
later measurements. Therefore, the tearing test method introduced in Chapter 2 is 
considered to be sufficiently accurate and consistent for measuring the fracture energy 
value of a liquid-in-solid soft composite. 
5.2 General Toughness Response of Polydisperse Composites 
In this section, the general toughness response of polydisperse composites is presented and 
evaluated. From the toughness measurements, how the toughness value of a composite 
varies with the volume fraction of liquid inclusions was preliminarily analyzed. 
Figure 31 summarizes the full stress-strain responses from test specimens having volume 
fractions of liquid inclusions ranging from 0-9%, including a PDMS matrix specimen. In 
Table 4, the resultant toughness values of all specimens were obtained by approximately 
integrating the areas under the full stress-strain curves; the strains at rupture were also 
extracted from the stress-strain data to indicate and quantify the ductility and stretchability 
of the specimens.  
By comparing the resultant toughness values of composites and PDMS matrix, we may 
note that all composites are significantly toughened. Large relative increases of the 
toughness values up to 258 % are found, as detailed in Table 4. Interestingly, the magnitude 
of the toughness increase seems to have a weak relationship with the volume fraction of a 
composite. The toughness values of composites are similar to each other, except for the 9% 
composite which exhibits a much stronger toughening effect.  
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Moreover, the strains at rupture of the test composites are also found markedly increased 
in Table 4. The relative increase is high up to 142.3 % for the 9% composite. The result 
implies that embedment of liquid inclusions would largely enhance the stretchability and 
ductility of a liquid-in-solid soft composite, by at least nearly 60%, compared to its PDMS 
matrix. Similar to the toughness values, the relationship between the inclusion volume 
fraction and the strain at rupture appears to be vague.  
 
Figure 31 | Full stress-strain responses of polydisperse composites with different volume 
fractions 
 
Based on our discussion on stiffness in the previous Chapter, Young’s modulus of 
polydisperse composites with a PDMS matrix of 19:1 weight ratio would decrease with the 
increasing volume fraction. Hence the significant increases of the toughness and 
stretchability of the test composites may be contributed by both the decreases of their 
Young’s modulus and their similar or higher stresses at rupture compared to the PDMS 
matrix (Table 4). The former factor is associated with the magnitude of strain in a test 
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composite. When the composite possesses a smaller Young’s modulus and a similar or 
higher stress at rupture compared to its PDMS matrix, a combination of the factors would 
greatly increase the strain value at rupture of the composite. Finally, the overall effect of 
the higher stress and strain at rupture would provide the composite with an increased 
toughness value. The mechanism of toughening is also discussed in detail in terms of 
fracture mechanics in the next section. 
Table 4 | Toughness values and strains/stresses at rupture of polydisperse composites 
Volume Fraction (%) 0 3 5 7 9 
Toughness (kJ/m3) 101.4 186.9 161.7 173.6 363.0 
Relative Increase of 
Toughness (%) 
― 84.3 59.5 71.2 258.0 
Strain at Rupture 
(Ductility, %) 
97 164 160 156 235 
Relative Increase of 
Stretchability (%) 
― 69.1 64.9 60.8 142.3 
Stress at Rupture 
(kPa) 
179.4 211.8 199.8 202.5 294.0 
 
5.3 Fracture Energy Response of Polydisperse and Monodisperse Composites 
In this section the fracture energy response of both monodisperse and polydisperse 
composites, as well as their PDMS matrices, are compared and analyzed. The relationship 
between fracture energy values and volume fractions of liquid inclusions is evaluated. The 
fracture energy measurements of 20:1 weight ratio PDMS matrix and each type of 
composite with a volume fraction ranging from 3.85% to 12% are presented in Figure 32. 
The error bars correspond to the standard deviation from at least 3 specimens. We may 
note that the average fracture energy values of all types of composites are higher than that 
of the pure PDMS matrix, where the largest difference occurs in the 12% polydisperse 
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composite whose average fracture energy value is 23.38% relatively higher than a PDMS 
matrix's. However, when compared just among the composites, no significant difference 
between average fracture energy values is detected despite the various volume fractions of 
dilute liquid inclusions. These findings imply that the composites are toughened compared 
to their matrices; yet the fracture energy values between the composites remain relatively 
constant and seem to be independent from the inclusion volume fraction values. This 
fracture energy behavior of composites is interestingly in agreement with the general 
toughness results discussed in the last section, where almost all the composites exhibited 
similar toughness values that were higher than the matrix’s toughness value.  
From experimental results above, a question is raised for us: could the distinct fracture 
energy pattern of composites be related to established fracture mechanics? In Equation (27) 
for computing a fracture energy value, by dividing the strain energy U(δC) with the cross-
sectional area of the test specimen, in fact the order of magnitude of the work of fracture 
γwof of the test specimen is estimated. The work of fracture γwof  can be expressed as79: 
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where We is the total work done and A is the cross-sectional area of the fracture surface. 
The work of fracture of a material has the same unit as the material’s fracture energy (J/m2). 
It is directly proportional to another physical quantity— critical elastic energy release rate 
GC. In our case, based on the fracture mechanics, the notch on specimens represents a mode 
Ι crack. Hence the mode Ι critical elastic energy release rate can be expressed as80: 
2
= = CC wof
K
G k
E
                                                      (35) 
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where E is Young's modulus of the material, KΙC is the mode I critical intensity factor or 
the fracture toughness, k is the factor of proportionality. Based on Equation (20) and (21), 
the mode I critical intensity factor KΙC can be determined by: 
0
0
0
C C
a
K a Y
w
 
 
  
 
                                                (36) 
where a0 is the initial crack length, σc is the critical stress at crack propagation, and Y is a 
dimensionless order-one factor related to specimen's geometry. From proportional 
relationships between the fracture energy Wf, the work of fracture γwof  and the mode I 
critical elastic energy release rate GIC, we may note that when KΙc is a constant, the fracture 
energy value Wf of a material is inversely proportional to its Young's modulus E. This 
seems to be a fair point to explain the increases of the fracture energy values of composites 
at the first glance, in that the composites were more or less softened compared to their 
matrices. However, the calculation below shows that the increase of fracture energy 
induced by the modulus change is in fact smaller than the actual increment measured. The 
toughening of a composite was not entirely accounted for by the decrease of its Young’s 
modulus value.  
Here we choose the fracture energy measurements of all composites for analysis to show 
the existence of other contributor to the increase of fracture energy values.  By assuming 
160 kPa as the Young's modulus value of a PDMS matrix (based on the stiffness 
measurements), and no surface tension effect, Young's moduli of the test composites could 
be estimated by using Eshelby's prediction in Equation (24), as presented in Figure 32. 
Note that PDMS matrix of a 20:1 weight ratio is relatively stiff. Referring to the good 
agreement of experiment and theory observed in 19:1 polydisperse composites, it makes 
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Eshelby’s theory a good approximation for the stiffness of the corresponding composites. 
By substituting Young's modulus of the PDMS matrix with Young's moduli of the 
composites in Equation (35), based on the proportional relationship between the fracture 
energy Wf and the mode I critical elastic energy release rate GIC, we may carry out the 
resultant theoretical average fracture energy values of the composites with only influences 
of Young's modulus changes, as plotted in Figure 32 in the brown solid line. Although for 
8 % composite the theoretical fracture energy value influenced only by Young’s modulus 
change is close to the experimental measurement, the calculated fracture energy values for 
other composites are somehow off from the experimental measurements. With only the 
presence of the change of modulus, the theory fails to predict the experimental 
measurements. Moreover, the relative constancy of the experimental fracture energy values 
cannot be simulated, either. 
Based on the results from the above calculations, we believe that in some composites, such 
as the 0.2:5 mL/min composite and the 6% composite, besides changes of young's modulus, 
changes of the mode I critical intensity factor KΙc also occurred, which have contributed to 
the increases of fracture energy values. In the expression of KΙc, if we assume the geometry 
factor Y and the initial crack length a0 to be constant, we are left with the critical stress at 
crack propagation σc as the only variable factor that could give rise to the differences in 
fracture energy. We extracted the data of the critical force at crack propagation at the 
critical displacements from the load-displacement responses of the unnotched specimens. 
The critical stresses at crack propagation were then calculated by using the force data and 
the cross-sectional areas of the test specimens. The average measured critical stresses at 
crack propagation are listed in Table 5. Similarly, by substituting the critical stress at crack 
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propagation value of the PDMS matrix with the critical stress at crack propagation values 
of the composites in Equation (35) and (36), the new theoretical fracture energy values, 
involving both the changes of the mode I critical intensity factor KΙc and Young’s modulus 
E, are obtained (Figure 32, solid red line). This simple linear fracture mechanics treatment 
is in very good agreement with the experimental measurements. Both the toughening effect 
and the relative consistency of the composites’ fracture energy values are presented by the 
new theoretical prediction. Therefore, we may conclude that compared to the pure PDMS 
matrix, the liquid inclusions embedded inside a composite would not only change Young’s 
modulus of the material, but also they may increase the material’s critical stress at crack 
propagation σc, such that the fracture energy value of the composite would be increased. 
Nevertheless, till now we still don’t have a complete knowledge about what exactly has 
induced the change of a composite’s critical stress at crack propagation σc; and the problem 
would become more complicated once the surface tension effect of liquid inclusions and 
the liquid-solid interfacial debonding are taken into account. Further theoretical and 
experimental works are required to fully reveal the underlying mechanisms. 
Table 5 | Measured critical stresses at crack propagation of composites and PDMS matrix 
Volume 
Fraction (%) 
0 3.85 6 8 10 12 
Critical Stress 
σC (kPa) 
46.47 49.67 48.47 46.64 47.85 47.01 
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Figure 32 | Measurements and theoretical predictions of the fracture energy of composites 
and their matrices. Two theories are compared with the experimental results: in the first one 
(brown solid line), only the change of Young’s modulus E is considered; while in the second one 
(red solid line), both the changes of Young’s modulus E and the mode I critical intensity factor KΙc 
are taken into account. The theoretical Young’s modulus of composites from Eshelby’s theory are 
also plotted as a reference (blue solid line). 
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Chapter 6 
Summary 
As a special and new type of particulate composite material, liquid-in-solid soft composites 
have been acknowledged for their biological application potentials. Nevertheless, the 
fabrication and characterization of the two-phase material remain challenging. The effects 
of liquid inclusions on the composite’s macroscopic properties such as stiffness and 
toughness are not yet fully understood. The composite’s mechanical behaviors may also be 
complicated by the polydispersity of inclusion sizes, which creates difficulties for 
developing an accurate theoretical prediction for the composite’s bulk characteristics.   
In this thesis research, besides composites with polydisperse inclusion sizes, liquid-in-solid 
soft composites with monodisperse inclusion sizes were also designed, fabricated and 
characterized to provide a possible approach to addressing the existing issues. Two 
straightforward and systematic fabrication methods, the simple mixing method and the 
method of CMD, were designed to fabricate the polydisperse and monodisperse composites, 
respectively. Specimens of both types of composites were prepared and the macroscopic 
stiffness and toughness of the composites were characterized. For stiffness characterization, 
two effective and consistent new test methods, the small-strain uniaxial cycling tensile test 
and the incremental indentation, were developed from the conventional test methods to 
measure bulk Young’s modulus values of the composites. In toughness characterization, 
the tensile failure test was used to measure the general toughness of the composites; while 
the tearing test was adopted to determine the fracture energy values. The experimental 
results were related to established theories such as Eshelby’s inclusion theory, Dufresne’s 
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inclusion theory involving surface tension and fracture mechanics. The effects of inclusion 
size, inclusion volume fraction and matrix stiffness on the macroscopic stiffness and 
toughness of the composite were investigated. In general, this thesis research has 
preliminarily extended Dufresne and co-worker’s work12 on the effects of liquid inclusions 
in a composite from a microscale to a macroscale. It has offered insights into the 
mechanisms of the mechanical property enhancements in a liquid-in-solid composite due 
to the presence of liquid inclusions. It is expected to help better understand the mechanical 
characteristics of soft materials and soft tissues. Potentially, it would provide experimental 
and theoretical bases for the design of new materials with enhanced mechanical 
performances. Some of the primary findings in this thesis research are listed as follows: 
1) The coaxial microfluidic device (CMD) proved to be an effective, cost efficient 
and time efficient approach to fabricating a monodisperse composite. The size of 
monodisperse droplets formed inside the CMD is a function of both the flow rates of the 
dispersed phase and the continuous phase; it’s also influenced by the transition of the 
droplet formation mechanisms (dripping/jetting). By properly adjusting the flow rate ratio 
of the continuous phase to the dispersed phase, the size of liquid inclusions in a 
monodisperse composite fabricated could be controlled.  
2) The macroscopic stiffness of a stiff-matrix (E ≥ ~150 kPa) polydisperse 
composite decreases with the increasing volume fraction of liquid inclusions. Its Young’s 
modulus measurement was in good agreement with Eshelby’s theoretical prediction for the 
effective modulus of a liquid-in-solid composite.  
3) The ultrasonic bath treatment increases the Young’s modulus of a polydisperse 
composite (23 % relative increment in experiment), even if its PDMS matrix is relatively 
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stiff (E ~ 180 kPa). The data fitting by using Dufresne’s model involving surface tension 
implied that the average liquid inclusion size in a polydisperse composite ultrasonically 
treated was below 1 µm and was only about 1/25 of the initial size. This finding was also 
supported by the microscopic inspections where in the composite treated ultrasonically, 
more tiny liquid inclusions with sizes smaller than 1 µm were detected. The finding has 
provided a macroscale experimental support for an implication from Equation (26) that the 
macroscopic stiffness of a polydisperse composite increases with a decreasing average 
inclusion size. 
4) The stiffness characterization of monodisperse composites presented 
experimental measurements that were markedly higher than Dufresne’s predictions. 
Instead of being softened as predicted, the Young’s modulus values of monodisperse 
composites were found to slightly increase compared to their PDMS matrices, despite 
different weight ratios of the matrices used. The increases of modulus in the 0.2:5 mL/min 
monodisperse composite were slightly higher than in the 0.1:2.5 mL/min monodisperse 
composite, while the inclusion size difference between the two composites was not large 
enough to induce such difference in their Young’s modulus values. Related with the 
additional stiffening pointed out in Dufresne’s work and also the microscopic chain-shaped 
structures found inside monodisperse composite samples, the counter-predictive increases 
of Young’s modulus values imply that the surface tension effect of liquid inclusions is not 
the only possible contributor to the stiffening of a liquid-in-solid soft composite. When the 
gaps between inclusions are sufficiently small, interactions between the stress-strain fields 
of liquid inclusions could be significant enough to alter the macroscopic stiffness of a 
composite. For now, without a fully established model, our hypothesis is that the stiffness 
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value of a monodisperse composite would increase with decreasing gap sizes between 
liquid inclusions, due to a stronger interaction effect. 
5) Compared to their PDMS matrices, the toughness and stretchability of 
polydisperse composites were significantly enhanced (the maximum relative increase in 
the toughness value: 258%; the maximum relative increase in the stretchability: 142.3%). 
6) Measurements showed that the fracture energy values of both monodisperse and 
polydisperse composites were markedly increased (maximum relative increase: 23.4%). 
The further theoretical analysis and data fitting by using the classic fracture mechanics 
implied that the decrease of Young’s modulus value was not the only contributor to the 
increase of fracture energy value, but also it was contributed by the increase of the critical 
stress at crack propagation in some composites. 
7) In a composite with dilute liquid inclusion (≤ 12%), the relationship between the 
volume fraction of liquid inclusions and the toughness/fracture energy value of the 
composite appears to be weak. For most of the composites tested, their average 
toughness/facture energy values were close to each other.  
At the same time, the thesis research also has following limitations: 
1) The volume fraction of liquid inclusions in a monodisperse composite is limited 
by the maximum flow rates of the continuous and dispersed phases in fabrication with the 
current design of the CMD. For fluids like glycerol and PDMS base whose viscosities are 
relatively high, their maximum flow rates under the maximum output pressure are 
relatively small. Currently, in order to obtain a steady and long-lasting flow without sealing 
the syringe pumps, the flow rate for the dispersed phase (glycerol fluid) should be smaller 
than approximately 0.3 mL/min; while for the continuous phase (PDMS base fluid) it needs 
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to be less than roughly 6 mL/min. These flow rate limitations, particularly in the dispersed 
phase, create difficulties for producing a monodisperse composite with a high volume 
faction but a sufficiently small inclusion size at the same time. Without monodisperse 
composites like this, it is hard to accomplish a thorough stiffness characterization of the 
monodisperse composite due to the lack of a wide spectrum of inclusion volume fractions.    
2) The small-strain uniaxial cycling tensile has a limited capability for measuring 
the Young’s modulus value of an extremely soft composite (with a matrix weight ratio ≥ 
40:1) due to the occurring difficulties in the specimen preparation and installation.  
3) Due to the limit of time, the sample quantity and the range of the inclusion 
volume fraction could be further increased in the toughness and fracture energy 
characterizations. The relationship between the volume fraction and the toughness and 
fracture energy many have not been completely revealed. 
A future research work will be focused on two directions: 
1) A wide-range stiffness characterization of monodisperse composites and an 
analytical and systematic study of the interaction effect. In the future research, the method 
of CMD will be improved to produce monodisperse composites with a nearly constant 
small inclusion size but different inclusion volume fractions in a wide range. In this case, 
when the flow rate of the continuous phase is fixed in the CMD, the gap size between the 
liquid inclusions in a monodisperse composite can also be controlled. By measuring the 
Young’s modulus values of such monodisperse composites, a wide-range relationship 
between the stiffness and the inclusion volume fraction/gap size in a monodisperse 
composite would be experimentally established. To improve the current CMD, either of 
the following two approaches may be implemented: modify the design and structure of the 
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CMD; or replace the fluid of the dispersed phase with a liquid with lower viscosity. In the 
latter approach, a sodium chloride aqueous solution seems to be an excellent candidate for 
the alternative fluid as it has a lower viscosity but a higher surface tension compared to 
glycerol. As discussed in Chapter 3, in the future we will also establish an analytical model 
for predicting the effective elastic modulus of a monodisperse composite with an arbitrary 
finite volume fraction. In the model, the interactions between the stress-strain fields of 
liquid inclusions will be taken into account by referring to the existing interaction theories 
for solid elastic inclusions. The established model will be related to experimental results 
for the purposes of verification and prediction. 
2) A deeper analysis of the toughness and fracture energy of liquid-in-solid soft 
composites. A further investigation in terms of the toughness and fracture energy will put 
emphasis on experimental determination of the relationships between these two values and 
the parameters of a composite such as the inclusion volume fraction and the inclusion size 
in relatively wide ranges. A systematic analysis on the mechanism of the toughening effect 
in a liquid-in-solid soft composite will also be performed by using both the classic fracture 
mechanics and the established particle debonding theory of composites. 
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